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Abstract
The semantic gap is deﬁned as the lack of coincidence between the information one
can extract from data and the interpretation of that same data. It is a yet unsolved
issue for content retrieval and multimedia applications, usually describing issues regarding word choice problems and selecting correct retrieval results, and so on. For
example, in applications like image tagging, image captioning, or machine translations, it is often challenging to select the best ﬁtting wording out of a group of
candidates.
To create a measurement for perceived differences between concepts and such to
quantify the semantic gap of different candidates for word choice problems, this thesis proposes the idea of measuring the visual variety of concepts referring to image
data. Abstract or vague input words which have a broad mental image due to being
less visually deﬁned would result in a broad feature space, while concrete or visually deﬁned input words result in a rather narrow visual feature space. A system is
created which regresses a perceived visual variety score for an input word using visual data analysis. The resulting score describes the input word in its visual variety,
approximating the perceived abstractness of that word as a number. For this, two approaches are proposed: Firstly, looking at the relative differences of closely-related
words, and secondly as an absolute measurement on a dictionary-level comparison
of words.
The ﬁrst research topic presented in this thesis analyzes the relative visual variety differences of related concepts in a narrow domain by means of a data-driven approach.
In this research, existing datasets are reconﬁgured to create imagesets which reﬂect
the image variety of the real-world. Using the hierarchical relationship of concepts,
imagesets for sub-ordinate concepts are aggregated and combined to create imagesets for their composite concepts. As a ratio, a popularity index based on content
retrieval engines is used to determine the ratio of sub-concept images. Employing
a clustering method on the resulting corpora, the visual feature is quantiﬁed to determine a visual variety score for each concept. A crowd-sourced survey is used to
iii
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decide ground-truth scores for an expected visual variety for different closely-related
concepts. Datasets using different popularity methods are compared to baseline corpora to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
The second research topic presented in this thesis estimates the absolute visual variety by comparing the variety of visual characteristics across imagesets using an
algorithm-driven approach. Using this information, imageability scores for arbitrary
words on a dictionary-level are estimated by means of a machine learning model.
Thus, in this research, the core assumption of using visual image data for human
mental image prediction is applied for the concept of imageability. Imageability is
a concept originating from Psycholinguistics, which aims to provide word ratings
on a Lickert scale from unimageable to imageable. A large image corpus crawled
from Social Media services is analyzed using a mixture of six low- and high-level
visual characterstics. Using the cross-similarity across all visual features, a model is
trained to regress an imageability score from an input imageset. The corpus is evaluated using imageability dictionaries from Psycholinguistics as a ground-truth. The
evaluations compare the proposed method to existing methods using textual analysis
instead of image analysis.
As part of the appendix, two dataset visualization projects are outlined, each loosely
connected to one of the two research topics introduced above. In these projects,
visual datasets originating from either research topic are compared and analyzed
regarding their visual characteristics. These projects complement the ideas from the
research topics, looking into future directions and applications of the proposed ideas.
In summary, this thesis presents methods to analyze the mental image of words, targeting a way to quantify the semantic gap between vision and language. Chapter 1
gives an overview of the background of this research from various angles. Chapter 2
reviews existing work in the discussed ﬁelds thoroughly, giving a comprehensive
analysis of the state-of-the-art in this ﬁeld. The proposed methods for Research Topics 1 and 2 are discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, respectively. Chapter 5 compares the results of both approaches, outlining the upsides and downsides of each
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method for different applications. Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by summarizing the research contributions and results found through my doctoral studies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years, the growth of multimodal data on the Web and in social media is
astounding. This results in a need for automated approaches to process such data.
Whether the purpose is image retrieval, captioning, or tagging, a comprehensive understanding of image contents becomes crucial. Natural language, however, is vague,
and the semantics of tagging might change depending on the choice of words. A
rather abstract tag like “vehicle” might not describe an image of a speciﬁc motorbike
type particularly well. The model name of the said motorbike, in contrast, might be
too speciﬁc, as an average user might not have a mental image of it. This is a good
example that shows that the range of the so-called “semantic gap” lying between
language understanding and vision detection could vary. Thus, in order to overcome
this gap, it is essential to have a deep understanding of how vocabulary and their visual representations connect. As a ﬁrst step towards such an understanding between
vision and language, this thesis discusses the visual analysis of Web-crawled image
data to quantify this perceived variety of different visual concepts.
In this chapter, the purpose and motivation of this doctoral research are ﬁrst outlined
in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 discusses the history of research related to semantic
gap problems in vision and language. Next, Section 1.3 brieﬂy summarizes each
research topic discussed in this dissertation. Lastly, Section 1.4 gives an overview of
the structure of this thesis.
1
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Caption: This is a red vehicle.
Figure 1.1: Captions which are technically correct might not resemble the mental
image of a user.

1.1 Motivation: Aim of this research
In recent Web developments, whether it is media retrieval, automated generation of
content, or user-interaction through applications like Social Media, virtually any application uses a combination of multiple modalities. Typical types of modalities in
multimedia research are text, image, video, and audio, among others. When developing such applications, different media need to be connected. This comes with a
need for an understanding on how text, image, video, and so on, connect.
Multimedia modeling is an approach to harmonize different media and systems. A
semantic understanding of how different media interact is needed to generate natural
results. Furthermore, as the user of most systems is a human, the perception of how
vision and language interact is another dimension to keep in mind. Image captioning,
for example, is the application of automatically generating a text-description for a
given image. Considering Fig. 1.1, the caption “This is a red vehicle” might be
technically correct, but the mental image of a red vehicle might be closer attached
to a red car or truck. It is also not helpful in understanding the situation the vehicle
is in, nor does it provide any additional knowledge about the situation of the image,
the driver, its characteristics, and so on. As such, a caption more closely resembling
the image of a user might rather be “A red helicopter”, or even more concrete “A red
coast guard helicopter in the sky”. Following, a better understanding about how a
human perceives different information, and which words thus seem abstract, speciﬁc,

1.1. Motivation: Aim of this research

3

d=22
d=5
d=24

(a) Visual distance: How different are two con- (b) Visual variety: In how many ways can a concepts?
cept be visualized?

Figure 1.2: Comparing the concepts of visual distance and visual variety.

helpful, verbose, and so on, would be valuable information to provide the system for
better word choices.
This thesis looks into this problem by quantizing the perception of humans regarding vision and language. To illustrate this idea, let us ﬁrst jump back and discuss
a common concept for the comparison of two things: Distance. For the visual distance, for example, visual features are compared to calculate a distance between two
images. Similarly, one could aggregate this for a whole dataset to ﬁnd the distance
between two visual concepts. Such a measurement is calculated between two concepts, so, e.g., a mountain bike would be closer to a racing bike than to a cat
(Fig. 1.2(a)).
Meanwhile, when thinking about an individual concept in a group of others, there is,
however, no metric to describe its characteristics in the big picture of things. One
could ask the questions: Is one concept broader than the others? Is it more visually
diverse than other concepts? These questions are interesting on their own and could
be of beneﬁt for applications like the visual diversiﬁcation [21] in image retrieval.
There is also a relationship to how humans perceive these concepts differently. A
visually diverse concept might tend to be less clearly deﬁned and thus more abstract,
while a visually distinct concept might be easier to grasp and more concrete. A
word like vehicle is more visually diverse than a more concrete term like car
(Fig. 1.2(b)). For applications having to choose between different output candidates,
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like word choice problems, there is often no real answer, which candidate to prefer.
Rather, it depends on the application —as a more vague word choice might be better
for some, while a very speciﬁc one might be better for others. This leads to the
research of visual variety measurements, targeting the quantiﬁcation of such a metric.
This thesis aims to propose a perception-based scale, describing a concept in the big
picture of other concepts.
This problem is related to semantic gap issues in vision and language. Following,
the next section will introduce the background on this by ﬁrst deﬁning semantic gap
problems in multimedia applications and then further discussing the perception of
language.

1.2. Background: Vision and language
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1.2 Background: Vision and language
This section discusses the background of this research regarding the semantic gap
between vision and language. In this thesis, a mental image is deﬁned as the “visual
experience where the content does not directly relate to any afferent stimulus but is
derived from (working) memory” [96]. It is related to visual perception, which is the
“visual experience where the content reﬂects and is caused by an afferent physical
stimulus” [96]. As such, the mental image is a mentally visualized experience, while
the visual perception is caused by an actual physical stimulus (typically through the
eyes.) Mental imagery as a trait is one of the primary human mental events that
allows remembering, planning in the future, navigate, and making decisions [98].
This thesis deals with the estimation of a score that describes the span of the mental
image regarding a concept. Furthermore, the target is not the estimation of that of an
individual user, but rather the average across society.

1.2.1

Semantic gap problems

The semantic gap is “the lack of coincidence between the information that one can
extract from the visual data and the interpretation that the same data have for a user
in a given situation” [83]. In layman’s terms, it means that depending on the application, users are interested in vastly different outcomes. This has implications
for most multimodal applications, like any media retrieval, tagging, and description
applications, among others.
Let’s consider the example of image retrieval, where the user searches different
queries including car. For the query “car”, pretty much any typical image of a car
will suffice and is appreciated as a result. If the query is changed to “car with three
wheels”, however, only a certain speciﬁc sub-class is wanted. If the query is instead
changed to “car like Lamborghini Aventador”, only a very speciﬁc car is ﬁltered.
While all queries search for a car, the actual retrieval can be narrow category-search,
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Car with three
wheels

Car

Car like Lamborghini
Aventador

Figure 1.3: Different patterns of retrieval in the same domain.

wide category-search, or even a target-search. This idea is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
From a single word, like car, it is thus impossible to decide which outcome would
be appropriate. Rather, one needs to look at the surrounding context to decide which
selection of images would be the best ﬁtting.
This example also works in the opposite direction. When considering an example
like the tagging or captioning of images, which of the example queries would be
the best ﬁt? Depending on the applications, a tag like car might be just ﬁtting, too
abstract, or too concrete. Which one it is; that needs to be decided by the usecase. However, there are few metrics to decide whether a certain candidate might be
concrete or abstract in the big picture of things.

1.2.2

Perception of language

The ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics is a branch of Cognitive Sciences. As a cross-disciplinary
area, it researches the connection between neuroscience, computer science, linguistics, anthropology, and psychology. The target of research commonly is the understanding of three areas: language production, language comprehension, and language acquisition from a Psychological point of view. An overview of the ﬁeld is
shown in Figure 1.4.

1.2. Background: Vision and language
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(a) Positioning the cross-diciplinary ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics.
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(b) Directions of research in Psycholinguistics (Excerpt of ﬁelds relevant to this thesis.)

Figure 1.4: Overview on the ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics. (Based of lecture notes
PSY301 at New Mexico State University. [2])
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As a study of Psychology around language, the research in Psycholinguistics also
looks at the perception of language and words. For example, the learning process
of language is analyzed for both ﬁrst- and second-language learners, the latter looking into how already known languages inﬂuence the learning processes of new languages. In other research, Psycholinguistics looks at language understanding during
conversation or reading. With eye-tracking and similar sensors, the inﬂuence of
grammatical errors or unknown words during language understanding can be measured. Both these researches get additional twists if looking at either children or
adults with language learning disabilities.
In the 1960s to 70s [28][78], there was the ﬁrst research towards the concepts of
concreteness and imageability in the English language. In these concepts, words
are rated on a Lickert scale; Test subjects are asked to judge the concreteness and
imageability of different words from 1 (very low) to 7 (very high). As a result,
dictionaries have been created, listing such ratings for a selection of words in various
languages [30][58][59][60].
Among these concepts, imageability is deﬁned as “The ease with which a word gives
rise to a sensory mental image” [28]. Following, there is a relationship between the
mental image of a word and its imageability scoring. Research [99] also concludes
that imageability and concreteness should be distinguished, both experimentally and
theoretically. An example of a term with a high concreteness and a low imageability
rating is astrolabe: People know that it describes a concrete object, but have no
mental image of it [97].

1.3. Research overview
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1.3 Research overview
The semantic gap is an essential yet unsolved issue for content retrieval and multimedia applications. When it comes to word choice problems such as image tagging,
image captioning, or machine translations, the perceived abstractness of concepts
can be an indicator of which word to choose out of a selection of synonyms, for
example. The main topic of this thesis is to measure the visual variety of different
concepts as an indication of the perceived mental image of the said concept. A simple example of such a measurement could be stated as follows: If having multiple
words such as vehicle, car, or sports car, what is the visual semantic gap between them in terms of how they are perceived by a human? As such, this idea in the
ﬁeld of multimedia modeling could be used as an evaluation metric for created tags
or captions, or as semantic information between vision and language for use in other
research and applications.
The core idea of this research is to quantify the perceived mental image of input
words or concepts. Abstract or vague terms often have a broader mental image due
to them being less visually deﬁned. Similarly, such abstract or vague terms (e.g.,
algebra or peaceful) would have broader visual characteristics —simply because
they are also less explicitly deﬁned. In contrast, concrete or visually well-deﬁned
input terms (e.g., leaf or car) result in a rather narrow visual characteristics, mostly
because most related images depict the same object.
This idea is illustrated in Figure 1.5. Visual data retrieved from Web and Social Media is analyzed regarding the variety of its visual features. With this, a system is created which regresses a perceived visual variety score for an input word (Fig. 1.5(a)).
The output represents the input word in its visual variety, approximating the perceived abstractness of that word, as a numerical score or ranking. The proposed
idea is based on the core assumption that the average mental image regarding words
across society is reﬂected in the images available through the Web and Social Media
(Fig. 1.5(b)). As such, if gathering a sufficient number of images related to a word
or concept, the visual feature space will converge towards the average mental image
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Web / Social Media data

Crowdsourcing

Ph.D. research
leaf

I(leaf) = 6.2

Input

Output

peaceful

I(peaceful) = 2.2

(a) Goal of the research topic introduced in this thesis.

peaceful

...

(b) Mental image of words across society vs. images from the Web. As a core assumption, the mental
image of a term such as peaceful as perceived by a variety of people can be loosely approximated by
crawling Web-based services for images regarding the said term.

Figure 1.5: Core ideas of the methodology proposed in this thesis.
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of the said word or concept. In order to tackle the task of mental image quantiﬁcation, it can be divided into the following two sub-tasks of relative and absolute
measurements.
First, as a relative measurement, the goal would be to ﬁnd granular differences of
related concepts. The perceived differences between, e.g., vehicles, cars, or
tanks would give an indication on which to use for a target application. For example, when asked about a vehicle, more people will presumably think of cars
than of tanks. Following, the concept of cars might have more inﬂuence on the
overall mental image of the term vehicle than the concept of tanks. This relative
understanding of multiple concepts in a narrow domain would beneﬁt word-choice
problems in multimedia applications. One target application I have in mind when
approaching this research is image tagging. In image tagging applications, there is
often a choice between many possible candidates: An image of a car could be annotated with vehicle, car, or sports car, depending on the context or use-case.
The relative distance can give an indication on which word could be the most appropriate for a certain use-case. In order to implement this approach, a dataset that
actually reﬂects the ratio of images close to the human’s expectation is needed. Since
existing datasets are somewhat biased from this point of view, they need to be reconﬁgured. Section 1.3.1 brieﬂy introduces this idea as the ﬁrst research topic, using
a data-driven approach to analyze the relative visual variety differences of related
words.
Second, as an absolute measurement, the goal would be to ﬁnd a general trend of the
perceived size of the mental image. As such, one could discern concepts of rather
high perceived variety from concepts with a low perceived variety. For example, the
concept car is visually clearly deﬁned, but the concept peaceful has no such clear
image. While a direct comparison is somewhat difficult as the unrelatedness makes
ﬁnding a common reference problematic, an absolute measurement can help indicate
global trends of less related concepts. Using images accumulated from Social Media,
an analysis of the visual feature space thus gives knowledge about the perceived variety. Analyzing, e.g., car results in a narrow visual feature space, while peaceful
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becomes a very noisy feature space. As a target application for this research, I am
considering multimodal approaches analyzing the relationship of text and images.
Having applications like image tagging in mind, a metric on the overall trend of
imageability helps in understanding which concepts can be visually depicted. This
is useful to improve the quality of auto-generated texts. A comprehensive analysis
across low- and high-level visual features can be used to quantify such characteristics for each word. Section 1.3.2 brieﬂy introduces this idea as the second research
topic, using an algorithmic approach to compare a variety of visual characteristics
across datasets to estimate the absolute imageability of words on a dictionary-level.
The ﬁrst research topic looks at the semantic gap as a relative measurement in order to get a better understanding of related concepts. The second research topic, in
contrast, looks at an absolute measurement in order to ﬁnd a general trend of the perceived gap even for unrelated concepts. Multimodal applications could furthermore
proﬁt from using both types of knowledge; e.g., by ﬁrst getting an understanding of
the overall trend of unrelated concepts with an absolute measurement, before tackling the more ﬁne-granular word choice problems using a relative measurement. As
such, solving both these problems would allow analyzing the quantiﬁcation of the
mental image from its diverse angles, solving the proposed aim of this thesis. As
both viewpoints are connected to human perception on different scales, this allows
for a better and more thorough understanding of text-image relationships in various
applications.

1.3.1

Research topic 1: Relative visual variety differences for
concepts in a narrow domain

For multimedia applications such as image tagging, a comparison of the abstractness
of closely related terms becomes crucial to understand the differences between, e.g.,
a vehicle, a car, or a sports car. Figure 1.6 shows an example of the relative
visual variety for a selection of related concepts. In the example, the words in the
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Figure 1.6: Example of relative visual variety.

domain of vehicles are evaluated in on a 1-dimensional scale from concrete to abstract. The parent term vehicle is used as a reference point to quantify the variety
relative to related sub-concepts. With this, this research targets a relative measurement of variety for similar concepts in a limited domain.
In the motivating Figure 1.5(b), the mental image of a concept was compared to
what people imagine when thinking about the said concept. Following, the composition of a concepts’ imageset would need to correlate with the expected contents.
In this research topic, having this in mind, new imagesets are created for each concept. Reorganizing the composition of an existing but biased imageset, the approach
creates a recomposed and expanded imageset. Using these idealistic and less biased
imagesets, the relative visual variety is then computed.
The basic approach is illustrated in Figure 1.7. For each term, a collection of subordinate concepts is collected through WordNet [45]. Each of these subordinate concepts
contributes, to a degree, to the overall image of the said term. For each subordinate
concept, a large number of images is crawled. Using an Web-based API, a popularity metric is calculated. The ratio of two subordinate concepts’ popularity decides
which concepts are more common in the average mental image of the said term than
the others. With the popularity metric as a basis, a new imageset for each concept is
created. Lastly, the visual feature space is extracted and clustered. The number of
clusters decides the relative visual variety for each term.
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Figure 1.7: Outline of the relative visual variety estimation process.
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1.3.2

Research topic 2: Absolute visual variety estimation for arbitrary concepts

In Psycholinguistics, which is a research ﬁeld that crosses Psychology and Linguistics as illustrated in Fig. 1.4, there are existing dictionaries including word ratings for
the English language. One of these metrics named imageability is a metric describing whether a word is easy or hard to imagine. On a Lickert scale, e.g., from one to
seven, people are asked to judge the imageability of words from highly imageable
to lowly imageable. Figure 1.8 shows examples for imageability on a selection of
words. This concept is related to the idea of visual variety of datasets as discussed before. In this research, the core ideas of visual variety are extended for this use-case in
the ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics. According to Richardson [99], there is a relationship
between a mental image of a word and its imageability scoring, connecting the ideas
of the core assumption to the measurement of imageability. By analyzing the overall
visual feature space of one dataset per input word, a model is trained to regress an
imageability score for each word.
The basic approach is illustrated in Figure 1.9. For each word, a dataset is crawled
from Social Media services. Using a large number of images, the visual feature space
for each word is extracted from a variety of low- and high-level visual features.
The resulting feature histograms are cross-compared to create a similarity matrix
which is used to train a model. For ground-truth annotations, existing imageability
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dictionaries are used. The proposed system can predict imageability for new words
not in the dictionary by simply crawling images of those words from the Web.
A core difference that distinguishes this research from Research topic 1 is the variety
of words in a general dictionary. While a relative measurement deals with granular
differences between related concepts, and thus allows for a common reference point,
a dictionary-level comparison of concepts deals with unrelated words. As such, it
does not only need to deal with the difference of car and vehicle, but also that
of pizza and peace. In the case of imageability, the scale includes any type of
word from a general-purpose dictionary, potentially all words of the corresponding
language.
As there are existing imageability dictionaries [30] [58] manually created as part of
Psycholinguistic research, there is a relatively large number of ground-truth annotations to be used for training and evaluation. The method proposed in this research
could be used for automated imageability estimation, which would be useful to further extend existing dictionaries without the need of manual labour. Accurately estimated scores for a larger part of the general dictionary would beneﬁt various research
in natural language processing and multimodal applications.

1.3. Research overview
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1.4 Thesis structure
This thesis contains six chapters and one appendix. The relationships between the
different chapters of this thesis are visualized in Figure 1.10.
This Chapter 1 discussed the motivation of this doctoral research and gave an overview
on the background of research involving vision and language from three angles: Semantic gap issues, Psycholinguistics and human perception of words, and Multimedia applications. Two research topics are proposed to solve issues in these ﬁelds by
quantizing the visual variety of datasets for word perception understanding. Chapter 2 reviews existing work in the discussed three ﬁelds thoroughly, giving a comprehensive analysis of the state-of-the-art on this research. Chapter 3 discusses the ﬁrst
research topic outlined in Section 1.3.1, using a data-driven approach to analyze the
relative visual variety differences of related words. Chapter 4 discusses the second
research topic outlined in Section 1.3.2, using an algorithmic approach to compare
a variety of visual characteristics across datasets to estimate the absolute imageability of words on a dictionary-level. Afterwards, Chapter 5 compares the results of
both researches, outlining the upsides and downsides of each proposed method for
different applications. Lastly, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis by summarizing the
research contributions and results found through these studies. In addition, future
research directions, remaining challenges, and applications that can be built from the
results will be discussed.
As a supplement to the main part of the thesis, Appendix A introduces two dataset
visualization projects for the analysis of datasets used in the main thesis. Both visualizations explore visual and semantic relationships of the datasets used in research
topics 1 and 2. Project A.1 looks at visual similarities across datasets created for
research topic 1, visualizing variety differences across synset siblings in a hierarchy of words. Project A.2 looks at psycholinguistic features in text associated to
Flickr images to ﬁnd similarly described images and thus candidates for similarly
perceived images. It embeds imageability scores, among other features, to create a
spatial psycholinguistic space in the dataset used in research topic 2.

1.4. Thesis structure
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Chapter 2
Related Research
In Chapter 1, the motivation of this doctoral research has been introduced, discussing
two sub-tasks to solve in order to quantify the mental image for use in multimodal
applications. Following, this chapter gives an overview of existing literature related
to both Research Topics 1 and 2, discussing the semantic gap, or in other words, the
understanding of human perception, between vision and language. Section 2.1 will
discuss existing research regarding semantic gap problems in general. This includes
overviewing work as well as some ideas towards narrowing and solving the semantic
and sensory gaps. Section 2.2 discusses related work in the ﬁelds of Psychology and
Psycholinguistics regarding human perception in general, but also towards language
and words. Section 2.3 will discuss multimodal modeling research towards semantic
knowledge or semantic embeddings. Lastly, Section 2.4 will discuss a variety of
multimodal applications, which are use-cases of such models, and impacted by the
proposed research.
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2.1 Semantic gap
The semantic gap in content-based image retrieval received most attention through
the work by Smeulders et al. [83]. Discussing the deﬁnitions of semantic gap and
sensory gap, this survey paper discussed a variety of usage patterns of image retrieval. Following, Nack [89] described the semantic gap between rich meaning
users expect and the shallowness of content descriptions as a crucial obstacle to
overcome for future applications. Dorai and Venkatesh [90] cited the “manipulation
of affect and meaning”, “the representation, extraction, and synthesis of expressive
elements”, and “metrics to assess automatic extraction techniques” as the biggest
future challenges to solve the semantic gap in multimedia applications.
Over time, there has been much research in narrowing or bridging the semantic gap
for image retrieval and recommendation system purposes. Zhao et al. [87][88] introduced color histograms and color anglograms into Web document retrieval to improve its performance. Cheng et al. [85] introduced semantic visual templates as
a means to personalize content-based recommendation systems. They bridged the
semantic gap by including a personalized view of concepts into the template. Wang
et al. [86] used semantic relations to improve the relatedness of recommendations in
general. Jiang and Conrath [35] used corpus statistics and lexical taxonomies like
WordNet [45] to determine a semantic distance measurement which helps to understand textual semantic differences. Budanitsky and Hirst [46] continue this work by
comparing ﬁve different semantic measures obtained through WordNet.

2.2. Psychology and human perception
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2.2 Psychology and human perception
Perception has been previously deﬁned as “experience where the content reﬂects and
is caused by an afferent physical stimulus”. In contrast, cognition is deﬁned as “the
mental action or process of acquiring knowledge and understanding through thought,
experience, and the senses” [50]. Cahen and Tacca linked the concepts of perception
and cognition in their survey paper [95]. They described perception as the input to
cognition, discussing how the mechanisms communicate with each other. Tacca [84]
further argued, that the cognition, so the process of understanding through thought,
actually has an inﬂuence on how we see things, and thus inﬂuences the perception.
Therefore, the communication between both is described as a dialog. Montemayor
and Haladjian [94] discussed them as largely independent concepts, but still argue
that both affect each other through evolutional inﬂuence.
Regarding visual perception and mental imagery, Dijkstra et al. [96] found that both
mechanisms share the same neural structures.

2.2.1

Psycholinguistics and perception of words

In 1968, Paivio et al. [28] ﬁrst proposed the concepts of imageability and concreteness, along a third metric of meaningfulness as measurements for human perception of natural language. Since then, there has been ongoing research, connecting
language understanding and language acquisition to the imageability of words and
concepts. While Paivio treated imageability and concreteness fairly similar, Richardson [78] discussed the difference between both concepts. He concluded that imageability and concreteness should be distinguished, both experimentally and theoretically.
Smolik and Kriz [11] discussed implications of the imageability of verbs on grammar usage for different contexts, which could provide helpful knowledge to create
more natural language depending on the context. It is considered to be used in both
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syntactic as well as semantic processes in the human mind. This research suggests
that it is also of high interest for computer-assisted language creation like in natural
language processing or image captioning. There is also a relationship on imageability of words to age of acquisition and reading comprehension, especially relevant
to children [51][55]. Due to this, Jones [53] discussed further use of imageability in the research of dyslexia. Schwanenﬂugel [54] discussed the relationship of
text difficulty and concreteness, when it comes to abstract words, as it represents
the fundamental semantic distinction between them. In Neuropsychology, there was
research by Giesbrecht et al. [52] discussing the neurological process of word understanding in relation to their imageability. There are imageability dictionaries for
English [30][58] as well as other languages [59][60]. However, the dictionary creation process is labor-intensive, as the annotations are commonly obtained through
crowd-sourcing or user studies involving test subjects.

2.3. Multimodal modeling
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2.3 Multimodal modeling
In Multimedia research, the analysis of visual concepts has been ground for multiple
works. Prominently, this research involves estimating or quantifying the relationship
of different concepts. Nakamura and Babaguchi [23] measured the distance for visual concepts with an adaptive weighting for multiple visual features. Furthermore,
Nagasawa et al. [29] analyzed the effect of noise images on distance measurements.
They found that in contrast to an image classiﬁcation algorithm, where any noise
often majorly reduces precision, noise images actually have a surprisingly positive
effect on distance measurements. Other work by Yanai and Barnard [27] analyzed
image region entropy to identify visualness of adjectives, later continued by Kohara and Yanai [41] to analyze Adjective-Noun Pairs (ANPs). Divvala et al. [42]
proposed a method to analyze visual features to create visual knowledge databases
with unsupervised crawling. Tang et al. [4] looked at social-aware tagging by including user-information into the training to remove noisy and unimportant tags.
Furthermore, there is also research in using deep networks to model cross-domain
information between text and images [91][92][93].
Van Leuken et al. [21] performed a study on visual diversiﬁcation. The idea is to
improve the results of image retrieval by removing similar images of the same object
or concept, and thus overall diversifying the retrieved results. In their work, they proposed clustering techniques to create clusters of images that are very closely related.
Next, they select a representative image of each cluster which is used for the image
retrieval. As there is no method available to estimate the variety of images, they
evaluated their results by comparing the resulting clusters to human-made clusters.
In the following, I will outline research topics inside Multimedia research related to
this thesis, starting with research regarding hierarchical ontologies. Next, research
connecting the ﬁeld of Natural Language Processing (NLP) with multimedia applications is discussed. Finally, I will outline recent popular tasks in Multimedia
workshops and benchmarks related to this ﬁeld.
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Ontologies

Kawakubo et al. [18] proposed an idea on how to automatically create an ontology
for visual features. They cluster similar images to create a hierarchical structure of
related visual concepts. Meanwhile, Inoue and Shinoda [22] tried to analyze the
ontological relationship of visual concepts by directly incorporating lexical relationships. They calculate a weighting, which describes how much a hyponym has a
visual inﬂuence on its hypernyms. Ordonez et al. [10] use an ontology to improve
the tags of WordNet based object category prediction by replacing unnatural descriptions like “grampus griseus” with more straightforward entry level categories
like “dolphin”.

2.3.2

Text processing and NLP

In the ﬁeld of NLP, some researchers have been working towards the estimation of
imageability or concreteness using text data mining techniques. Ljubesic et al. [8]
created a word embedding predicting the concreteness and imageability of words
within and across languages, evaluating with English and Croatian. Similarly, Charbonnier and Wartena [5] predicted the word concreteness and imagery from image
captions using text data-mining methods.
Computational linguistics can also proﬁt from these metrics as a complement to sentiment embeddings. Kiela et al. [19] signiﬁcantly improved the performance of multimodal embeddings by looking at image dispersion. This suggests that the variety
of images in datasets have strong inﬂuence on the perception of words and thus their
embedding. Hessel et al. [7] used the multimodal abstractness of concepts to learn
better image/text correspondences. They reported an improved retrieval performance
through the introduction of concreteness and imageability in word embeddings of
multimodal datasets. In a similar sense, Hewitt et al. [6] used the concreteness of
concepts across multilingual image datasets to improve the results of translations.

2.3. Multimodal modeling

2.3.3
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Tasks quantifying human perception

Various tasks are proposed related to human perception of videos and images, as
discussed in a related survey paper by Constantin et al. [102]. Next to visual interestingness, this survey paper cited a variety of interesting ideas towards the visual
understanding of human perception, including proposed tasks like coping factor, affective value, or perceived complexity. Media Memorability, and especially Video
Memorability, has become a task in the recent Multimedia Evaluation (MediaEval)
benchmark [36].
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2.4 Applications
There are a number of researches using the imageability or concreteness of words
either directly or indirectly by relying on semantic embeddings including this data.
In the following, I will outline a number of interesting existing applications already
using such ideas, as well as a number of promising applications that would proﬁt
from the outcome of this research.

2.4.1

Use-cases of word ratings

Some multimodal applications already made use of word ratings like imageability or
concreteness scores to infer multimodal understanding. Tanaka et al. [3] used content
concreteness of documents to ﬁnd comprehensible documents, ﬁnding a positive correlation between concreteness and content comprehensibility. Otto et al. [100][101]
analyzed the semantic relationships between image and text, predicting the relative
abstractness level of an image-text pair for use in image captions. Zhang et al. [31]
analyzed the implicit relationship of image and text for posters and advertisements.
They looked at examples, where the depicted meaning of the image contents and the
text slogan is parallel equivalent, parallel non-equivalent, or non-parallel, meaning
whether they try to convey the same, or opposite messages to the viewer. Therefore,
rather than comparing whether they share the same contents, it tried to correlate the
intrinsic meaning of both image and text. In the evaluation, a mixture of nine different features from image and text, including Psycholinguistic metrics like speciﬁcity
and concreteness, are analyzed. The work makes some interesting conclusions on
which kind of feature decodes what kind of hidden information when it comes to intrinsic semantic relationships. Vempala and Preoţiuc-Pietro [9] do a similar-minded
approach to categorize image-text pairs from Twitter. While they do not explicitly
use word ratings but LSTM based word embeddings for the textual information, this
parallel research is similar to that of Zhang et al. [31], so the research might beneﬁt
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from looking at psycholinguistic features. Li and Nenkova [69] used imageability, concreteness, and meaningfulness to predict sentence speciﬁcity. The proposed
method can be used to estimate text difficulty or create simpliﬁed versions of a text.

2.4.2

Explainable AI

There is also the recently established new ﬁeld called Explainable AI (XAI) [68].
In XAI, the goal is gaining a better understanding of the operation of black-boxed
AI models. Therefore, the internals of neural networks are analyzed to see how the
output of a classiﬁer can be explained. The nature of a black-boxed model makes it
hard to verify results, but also to debug misclassiﬁcations. As many multimedia applications use neural networks for processing of language, be it personal assistants or
translation tools, additional insight on human perception can help to explain misclassiﬁcations or unnatural results. There have been analyses related to AI for the ﬁelds
of aviation and medicine, where a faulty classiﬁcation could be potentially fatal, as
discussed by Holzinger et al. [71][72]. As a measurement for human perception and
underlying semantics, a way to estimate imageability for a large word corpus could
help in gaining a better understanding of black-boxed models involving vision and
language. This ﬁeld looks at the problem that recent machine learning, especially
neural networks, are often black boxes. There is very little insight on how recent
advancements work internally, except that they prove to have better accuracy. The
ﬁeld is both interested in how the internals of a trained network work, and in how the
results of a classiﬁer are explainable. In the latter, visual variety analyses can ﬁnd
additional insights, which are commonly perceived by a human but yet to be quantiﬁed by a machine. Furthermore, in recent advancements of privacy laws, using a
black box for machine learning might result in legal issues for business applications.
With a similar mindset, in a work by Hentschel and Sack [70], there was an analysis
on what data is preserved in Bag of Words classiﬁers and which image regions are
commonly used to detect classes in image classiﬁcation. These experiments often
result in very surprising results, which showcases a mismatch of human perception
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and computer vision. Such a mismatch is yet to be quantiﬁed but opens the door for
additional research on concept semantics and visual features.

2.4.3

Sentiment

Another typical use-case for Psycholinguistic features is sentiment and emotion analysis. There is various research on sentiment and emotion in multimedia applications [76], spanning visualization, datasets [82], and recognition techniques [75].
Here, the goal is to ﬁnd the sentiment triggered when reading a certain comment,
looking at a certain image, reading a certain news, and so on. For sentiment evaluation, there are datasets such as LIWC [61] and Empath [63], which connect words
and language to motivation, thoughts, emotions, and other sentiment-based numerical ratings. Sentiment and emotion research analyzes the human gap of multiple
modalities in regard to human perception. As such, it has become the topic of regular workshops affiliated with both Multimedia [67] and Natural Language Processing
conferences [62].

Chapter 3
Relative visual variety differences for
concepts in a narrow domain
Chapter 1 discussed the quantiﬁcation of the mental image as a problem that can be
divided into the two tasks of relative and absolute measurements. In this chapter, an
approach to estimate the relative visual variety by means of a data-driven method is
proposed. In the core assumption discussed in Section 1.3, the mental image of a
concept was compared to what people imagine when thinking about a said concept.
Following, the composition of a mental image for a concept is a mixture of things
one visually associates with it; The image for vehicle might contain cars, boats,
planes, and other things. Some concepts such as cars might, however, be more
prevalent than others, like tank, despite both being considered as vehicle. In this
research topic, this train of thought is exploited. As a data-driven method, one set
of images per concept is accumulated (from now on called imageset). The set of all
imagesets for a domain is called a corpus. The visual feature space of each imageset
is compared to those of other imagesets to give a relative ranking across concepts
in a narrow domain. The most abstract term serves as a reference point to predict a
relative ranking across this domain of words.
Based on existing taxonomies for languages like WordNet [45], a set of sub-ordinate
concepts for every composite concept is collected. Figure 3.1 illustrates such a tree
31
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Figure 3.1: A simpliﬁed except of the concept tree for self-propelled vehicle
from WordNet [45].

for the concept self-propelled vehicle (the thesis refers to this example as
vehicle from now on). An imageset for vehicle would contain cars, trucks,
airplanes, and more. In the proposed method, the imageset for the concept in
the root node in blue is a composition of images for the subordinate concepts in the
leaf nodes in red. However, some subordinate concepts might be more prevalent
than others, as many people might think of cars ﬁrst when asked about vehicles.
Following, in the proposed method, existing corpora are recomposed so that the ratio
of images per concept should follow Web-based popularity, closely resembling the
idea stated above. Clustering the visual feature space of these recomposed imagesets,
relative variety differences between related concepts are calculated.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the core idea and background of this research topic with Section 3.2 summarizing the contributions to the
academic communities made through this research. Going into the details, Section 3.3 describes the proposed approach of visual variety measurements through
cluster counting. For the approach to yield meaningful results, a well-balanced image corpus is necessary. Therefore, Section 3.4 proposes a method to construct such
a corpus using Web-based popularity metrics as a weighting. Then Section 3.5 describes the crowd-sourced survey used to obtain reasonable ground-truth labels. This
is necessary to make a quantitative evaluation of each proposed image corpus. Section 3.6 shows the evaluation results, which are further discussed in Section 3.7.
Finally, this research topic is summarized in Section 3.8
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3.1 Motivation
In Section 1.3.1, research topic 1 was introduced as a method for estimating the
related visual variety of concepts. In the following, these ideas are discussed in a
greater detail.
In this research topic, the concept of visual variety is introduced as one step to approach the semantic gap. This idea is different from conventional measurements of
the distance between visual concepts. A method to measure the visual variety of
language terms is proposed, together with a way to reﬁne the used image corpus to
approximate the common mental image for a term or a concept.
In this research, one set of images (imageset) is created for each concept. As previously illustrated in Fig. 1.6, this method can be used to compute and compare the
results for different terms and concepts. The image composition for this is crucial, as
it has a large inﬂuence on how the visual feature space of the imageset will look like.
Imagesets of concepts in the higher-level of a concept tree are a composition of images of its various sub-concepts. There are sub-concepts closely related to each other
and thus often visually very similar, which lowers the score of the overall concept.
But there are also sub-concepts which vary visually, and a large number of images
of these would increase the score. Thus, how image corpora are composed is crucial
for each measurement. For each concept, a well-balanced set of images resembling
its common mental image is built, as shown in Fig. 3.2
To ensure that these image corpora are not biased in an unrealistic way, metrics to
determine the popularity of sub-concepts are introduced. Multiple approaches to
deﬁne popularity are analyzed. For the measurements to yield appropriate results, a
distribution which seems reasonable to the majority of people is needed. It is difficult
to obtain such a distribution, as it is highly subjective, but a Web-based population
distribution is assumed to resemble it due to its crowd-sourced nature. Therefore,
the core assumption of the proposed method is that the popularity of concepts on the
Web approximates the general mental image of these concepts, and thus that there
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Figure 3.2: Creating a balanced imageset for car based on its subordinate concepts.

is a direct connection between the visual variety perceived by the majority of humans and Web popularity. In order to approximate a distribution which is related
to Web popularity, metrics like analyzing Text or Image Search results are explored.
For comparison, other methods using word frequencies are included in the evaluation. Depending on the metric, one could bias the results, opening opportunities for
visual understanding seen from different viewpoints. Lastly, a quantitative analysis
compares differently composed image corpus with a crowd-sourced ground truth.
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3.2 Contributions
This section summarizes the novel contributions of the research topic described in
this chapter. The idea of visual variety to quantize the mental image of a visual
concept is a novel concept proposed as part of this research. For the estimation, the
main focus of this Research Topic 1 is a data-based method which creates improved
imagesets based on a recomposition with Web-based weighting. To evaluate the
experimental results, a ground-truth dataset of visual variety labels for a selection of
25 words is determined using a crowd-sourced survey.

3.2.1

Concept: Visual variety as a way to quantize the mental
image of a visual concept

For this research topic, I propose the concept of visual variety as a means of measuring the semantic gap by approximating the common mental image of concepts.
Comparing the size of feature space across different imagesets individually created
for each concept, a measurement deﬁning the perceived variety of such concept is
calculated. There has been preliminary research on the idea of visualness [27] [41]
comparing the entropy of Adjective-Noun Pairs (ANPs). Extending this idea, this
research proposes a relative measurement of visual feature spaces between different
concepts rather than different ANPs based on their visual characteristics.

3.2.2

Method: Image corpus recomposition to adjust bias of existing image datasets

A major stepping stone when comparing imagesets of related concepts is the bias
often seen in existing visual datasets. Following, comparing the visual characteristics can become very noisy, if the composition of the imageset does not reﬂect the
expectation when mentally visualizing this concept in ones head.
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To decrease the bias and thus to improve the composition of existing imagesets, a
recomposition step is introduced in the proposed method. A Web-based popularity measurement is introduced as a weighting which decides the ratio of each subconcept of a super-concept imageset. Following, an imageset for, e.g., vehicles
would have a relatively high number of images of cars and a very low number
of images of tanks, reﬂecting the expected composition of images when we think
about the concept of vehicles.
Lastly, the number of clusters in the resulting visual feature space of each imageset
is used as a relative visual variety score. For the experimental results, an unmodiﬁed baseline corpus is compared to recomposed corpora with different weightings,
evaluating the viability of the proposed method.

3.2.3

Survey: Establishing ground-truth visual variety labels

As visual variety as a concept is proposed through this research, there are no existing
ground-truth scores to compare the experimental results with. Therefore, there was
the need for a ground-truth annotation to see how humans perceive each concept, in
order to qualitatively evaluate the proposed method.
A collection of 25 concepts related to vehicles, spanning concepts like car, aircraft,
and boats were manually selected. Using Social Media services Facebook 1 , Twitter 2 , and Reddit 3 , a crowd-sourced survey has been performed, asking 150 participants on their perceived visual variety of these concepts. The survey was conducted
using Thurstones’ method of paired comparisons [47]. The responses were used
to compute a ranking to which the proposed method can be compared with. More
details on the survey are discussed in Section 3.5.
The computed ranking is used for the experimental results.

1

https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.twitter.com/
3
https://www.reddit.com/
2
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3.3 Visual variety measurements
Distance measurements are commonly a direct comparison of two visual concepts [23].
The goal is to ﬁnd the distance between two sets of images and thus trying to make an
assumption on how these concepts differ visually. Unfortunately, all those results are
relative between the two visual concepts. There is no prediction made on the visual
characteristics of a single concept, which creates a gap between vision and language.
Related work [27][39] analyzes the visual entropy of image regions related to adjectives. While they work nicely for adjectives like colors, as they directly describe
visual characteristics, there has been less work on how more complex concepts relate
to visual variety. Inoue and Shinoda [22] analyzed, the visual relationship of terms
within taxonomies. It uses the lexical relationship as a weighting or input value and
thus assuming a direct relationship between lexical and visual characteristics. As this
is not necessarily true, this assumption would lead to an error when approaching the
semantic gap lying between vision and language. There is work regarding visual diversiﬁcation [21], that aims for a large visual variety in image retrieval result sets. In
the evaluation, their approach is compared with a diversiﬁcation created by humans,
in terms of which representative pictures are chosen by each. Unfortunately, the actual effect of this remains unclear, as there is no analysis on how the diversiﬁcation
process inﬂuences the dataset and the visual characteristics across it.
Language is naturally created and very complex, which results in word ambiguities
and overlaps. A deep language understanding is crucial to solving data analysis problems. In Web and Social Media, visual contents and texts are usually co-existing, so
the mutual relationship is often used to gain knowledge about data. However, ambiguities make this process prone to mistakes. One can not assume that the visual
variety of terms is related to the number of hyponyms or the level of depth within a
language taxonomy. WordNet [45] and other taxonomies were not created with any
visual aspect in mind, at least explicitly. For example, one family of animals might
have a large variety of visual features, colors, size differences, and so on, despite having few species. On the other hand, there might be other families which look closely
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related to all images, despite having thousands of species, and thus hyponyms. A
biological classiﬁcation and a linguistic taxonomy would have different results than
a visual analysis.
In this research topic, this gap is approached by an analysis of visual variety. To
yield intuitive results, ideally, an image corpus with a comprehensive composition
of images which present the common mental image of a concept is needed. A set
of images is deﬁned as balanced, if there is a meaningful image composition which
closely resembles a common variety of a concept. For every concept, an imageset
with such a balanced composition of images, and its visual vectors, is generated.
When looking at the resulting data spatially, the visual vectors show clusters of very
similar concepts. The distance between clusters is the inter-concept distance between
visual features, where unrelated images result in a larger distance than closely related
images.
When analyzing a very abstract concept like e.g. vehicle, a diverse set of images
with different kinds of vehicles is intuitively useful. However, a large variety of
different cars might have a rather low impact on the mutual distance of image pairs,
as these have similar visual features. In contrast, when adding an airplane to the
mixture, the distance will be rather high. The distance in this case refers to the
distance between the visual vectors of images in each concept’s imageset. Thus, the
ratio of how many images of each subordinate concept are within an imageset for
an abstract term is crucial for the results. For a very abstract concept, like vehicle,
this creates a variety of spatially distributed clusters in the feature space for subconcepts like airplane, motor vehicle, and ship. This spatial distribution of
visual features is solely based on the visual vector and does not need to be correlated
to a lexical taxonomy.
The number of clusters in a spatial clustering relates to the visual variety within a
concept. This idea of spatial clustering is visualized in Fig. 3.3, which shows the
visual space of the concept vehicle as an example. For each concept,
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Figure 3.3: Clustering the visual feature space of a concept (e.g., vehicle)

f (x) = #(clusters({features(i)|i ∈ images(x)})),
where # is the number of clusters and x is a concept. For a concept x, the visual
features in a large number of images are extracted. This visual feature space represents the visual characteristics of the concept, putting similar images spatially closer.
The visual features are then spatially clustered, exploiting this idea. The number of
clusters are counted, as a high number of clusters indicate non-homogeneous visual
characteristics. Furthermore, the more visual characteristics are scattered, the larger
the number of clusters get. This equation thus quantiﬁes the spatial scatteredness of
the visual feature space, and is comparable between different imagesets if the same
number of images is used.
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3.4 Image corpus construction
Lexical relations within natural languages are commonly described using hierarchical structures. WordNet [45] provides a hierarchical collection of English words and
terms. A collection of synonyms is called a synset and corresponds to a speciﬁc
concept. For example, two separate synsets called craft could refer to the speciﬁc
concepts of handicraft and aircraft. The hierarchy connects synsets to other synsets
by using semantic relations like hypernyms and hyponyms. For example, a rather
abstract synset like motor vehicles might contain more concrete synsets like car
and truck which by themselves contain more concrete concepts like sports car
or pickup. As this structure is semantically based on lexical relations, it is uncertain
how much it is actually related to visual properties of the underlying visual concepts.
ImageNet [25] has a large corpus built on top of WordNet and aims to provide a
collection of example images for each concept. It is commonly used as a source of
images to train e.g. image classiﬁcation algorithms. All images are Web-crawled
but then ﬁltered by hand using crowd-sourcing techniques. Each synset has between
zero and a few thousand images. When emphasizing the hierarchical structure of the
data, this research also uses graph theory terminology. In that case, a root, parent, or
leaf node refers to a synset, depending on its position in the tree.

3.4.1

Imbalance of WordNet

The experiment starts with a tree extracted from ImageNet. For example, a node
called sports car has a large collection of images of different sports cars. As
shown in Fig. 3.1, it is a leaf node, as there is no hyponym for this synset in WordNet.
This decision is arbitrary and inherited from WordNet. It assumes that different types
of sports cars are similar enough, that a further distinction between different models
or brands might not be necessary. The rest are non-leaf nodes which are usually
assumed to be more abstract than leaf nodes. Linguistically speaking, these nodes
are hypernyms of the subordinate visual concepts. Non-leaf nodes consist of various
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visual concepts, described by their hyponyms. An imageset for car might contain a
number of images of sports cars, albeit not limited to it, as there are also other types
of cars. In an even more abstract imageset for e.g. vehicles, it might even include
tanks, ships, or airplanes. However, do all these sub-concepts have an equal impact
on the mental image of a vehicle?
The answer is hard to determine, but the assumption is that it relates to how present
the individual synsets are in the mental image of its super-concepts. Unfortunately,
the crowd-sourced origin of ImageNet often results in a very biased set of images,
as for ImageNet, the goal is to provide an overview of images necessary to grasp
the coverage of its concept. In addition, further analysis shows that leaf nodes can
range from very common terms up to rather unknown or obscure terms; e.g. in the
truck category, there are leaf nodes like moving van and delivery truck, which
might have a high inﬂuence on the common mental image of trucks. In contrast,
the same category also contains rather obscure concepts like milk float (a British
milk delivery vehicle) and book mobile (a mobile library), which might not have
the same inﬂuence on the said mental image.
As explained before, the number of hypoynms of a concept can be a misguiding
measure for visual variety, as it is a purely linguistic relationship. Similarly, the
depth of a term in the tree can be misleading, as narrow concepts like forklift
are close to vehicle, while a similarly concrete sports car has almost double the
distance.

3.4.2

Recomposition into a balanced corpus

The composition of images plays a crucial role for the perceived variety of the image
corpus. For this, each non-leaf node imageset is recomposed based on images of
its hyponyms. Starting from a given root node, a full WordNet sub-hierarchy is
extracted. Next, a list of representing synonyms for each synset is accumulated.
This can vary from different spellings (British vs. American) up to other words
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which are interchangeable but commonly have the same meaning when used in a
related context (e.g. cab and taxi).
To make this recomposition well-balanced, a distribution function deﬁnes the ratio of
images used from each hyponym. The distribution function aims to select an image
composition which seems natural for the majority of people. Therefore, it looks at
how popular a term is within its group of related concepts, to determine how relevant
a sub-term is in the mental image of this concept. As a metric for term popularity,
there are a couple of options. The API from common search engines may serve as a
Web-based approach to measure the popularity of terms. Using the Google API [37],
it is possible to crawl an approximation of the total number of results for either text
or image search results. It is also possible to use a metric based on word frequencies.
This is a common approach used in linguistics to compare the popularity of different
terms, adjusted for grammatical suffices. Using this, large amounts of text can be
searched for the number of occurrences that a term or phrase appears.
Applying such a metric, a popularity score for each synonym for each synset is
chosen. In Section 3.7.1, a variety of metrics are compared more extensively. As
multiple synonyms of the same synset usually have a large overlap, the average of
its popularity scores is used to describe the popularity of this synset. Taking the
average of multiple synonyms has the intrinsic advantage over taking a maximum
popularity score that biased or noisy outliers are averaged out. The non-leaf imagesets are merged together using the previously determined ratio, as explained in
Figure 3.4. This is believed to be superior to a crawling of non-leaf node images, as
the composition of images would be uncertain and hard to validate.

3.4.3

Expanding the volume of the corpus

The number of images available in ImageNet vastly varies depending on the synset.
There are synsets which have rather obscure terms, so it is hard to ﬁnd ﬁtting images
for these visual concepts. For these synsets, ImageNet provides either none or a
minuscule amount of images. Assuming that these terms are either too vague or too
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Figure 3.4: Recomposition of the imageset for a synset.

obscure to have an inﬂuence on more abstract imagesets, they are removed from the
hierarchy.
As the non-leaf node imagesets are composed from multiple leaf nodes, the amount
of leaf node images becomes a major bottleneck. Extra images are crawled using
Search Engine API [17][37] to increase the number of images. By combining synonyms for each synset, the number of crawlable images can be increased. To make
the results more relevant and decrease the major reason for noise, a common phrase
describing all synsets can be appended. For example, when crawling images related
to car, truck, and motorbike, appending vehicle to each search might be a simple
approach to decrease a certain amount of completely unrelated images. In the experiments, the dataset for, e.g., sports car is increased by crawling for sports car
vehicle. Note, that this modiﬁcation is used for crawling additional images, but not
for the popularity score described in Section 3.4.2. The full process of image corpus
construction is visualized in Fig. 3.5.
Of course, Web-crawled approaches introduce a very high ratio of noise. Kennedy
et al. [20] suggest a more than 50 percent chance of noise, even for dedicated image
services like Flickr 4 . For Google Image Search [37], the ratio seems to be even
4

https://www.flickr.com/
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Figure 3.5: Flowchart of image corpus construction.
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worse, but highly depending on the search term. However, the noise is not necessarily a negative thing. While it is intuitive that noise images have a negative impact on
image recognition algorithms, this conclusion might not hold true for visual variety
measurements [29]. As there is a semantic relationship which corresponds to why
the noise exists in the ﬁrst place, removing noise images could also remove hidden
semantics. Therefore, there is no further attempt to ﬁlter out noise images in this
research.
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3.5 Obtaining the ground truth
The goal of this research is the measurement of visual variety in a common mental
image. Each term would have a value attached which describes its average visual
variety, on where a majority of people would agree. While this is rather subjective,
it is expected to achieve stable results in a majority decision when including a sufficiently large number of people. To the best of my knowledge, there exists no dataset
with this kind of labeling. Therefore, to make a quantitative analysis of the proposed
method possible, an excerpt of WordNet is annotated with visual variety labels.

3.5.1

Crowd-sourced survey

To form a reliable ground truth for this rather subjective measurement, a large enough
number of people needs to be asked. Therefore, a crowd-sourced survey using Thurstones’ method of paired comparisons [47] has been conducted. In Thurstones’
method, survey participants are shown only two samples of a larger set of objects
at a time. They are asked to answer a question comparing these objects.
Thurstones’ method is in particular useful for hard-to-decide questions of individual
preferences. Assuming the ordering is transitive, a ranking can be obtained after
asking the participant about a sufficient number of pairs. This exploits the fact that it
is often easier to choose between two than choosing between many.
As this method is ideal for subjective questions which are hard to decide, it adapts
well to visual variety. A survey was setup to conduct such an experiment for this
research. On each page, a participant sees the name (e.g. “vehicle”) and a short
dictionary description (e.g. “a conveyance that transports people or objects”) of two
synsets. They are asked to visualize these concepts in their head and decide which
one is more visually variant. The participants are asked to make that judgement
without further researching either concept, but by just making an assumption based
on their prior knowledge on them. Note that no visuals or images are shown to avoid
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(a) Survey: Main part

(b) Survey: Tutorial

Figure 3.6: User interface for the crowd-sourced survey.

biasing the results in a predeﬁned direction. To avoid confusion and misjudgement
based on knowledge, all chosen synsets are commonly known terms.
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For every paired comparison of concepts A and B, a participant can choose one of the
following four options: “A has more variety”, “B has more variety”, “About equal”, or
“I don’t know”. The user interface is shown in Fig. 3.6(a). The ﬁrst two buttons are
asked to be pressed when a participant considers that either of the two concepts has
a larger visual variety. The “About equal” button is for the case where a participant
cannot make out which one is even slightly more variant. Last, the “I don’t know”
button is a skip button for the case where a participant does not know either or both
of the concepts and thus is unable to make a judgment. In the introductory text, it is
emphasized that either of the latter two buttons should be used as little as possible.
This is to avoid over-selecting the “About equal” button, as quite a few comparisons
can be difficult for most participants.
The concept of visual variety is novel and thus hard to convey. Therefore, the introduction of the survey starts with a short tutorial. In this tutorial, the concept of
visual variety is explained by showing examples. These examples use a different set
of synsets, which are not part of the main survey. First, the tutorial shows a paired
comparison, just as the main survey would. After selecting either button, the participant proceeds to a page, where a variety of pictures for both synsets are shown. This
is to show participants what they are supposed to visualize in their minds. The pictures were handpicked with the goal to make it clear what visual variety is supposed
to mean. Figure 3.6(b) shows an example of the tutorial page explaining the synsets
animal and cat. Afterwards, the tutorial goes back to showing the participant the
previous paired comparison, outlining which button would be the recommended solution for this pair (e.g. animals have more visual variety than cats.) All examples
in the tutorial are chosen to be rather extreme, so most partcipants would likely agree
with these recommendations. The tutorial shows four such example pairs, each with
a selection of pictures to outline the way of visualizing them in ones head. They
include an example of an “About equal” edge case, as well as an example of a surprising outcome. After the tutorial is ﬁnished, the main survey proceeds as explained
before.
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Results

Over the course of two months, the survey has been promoted through Web and
Social Media including Facebook 5 , Twitter 6 , and Reddit 7 . Compared to solutions
like Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [56], this has the effect that mostly volunteers
are participating in the survey. As participants are not paid, this can decrease the
risk of spammers and thus improving the quality of results. Largely, a majority of
answers seemed to take the survey diligently —most results match and people took
a reasonable amount of time for answering each paired comparison. There were,
however, a small number (around 5 percent) of dubious cases where people answered
the survey suspiciously. Here, people evidently skipped most explanations and the
time taken per paired comparison became signiﬁcant outliers compared to others.
As these answers also usually did not match the responses of other participants,
suspicious results were treated as spam and ﬁltered-out.
The survey was carried out in English and publicly available in a crowd-sourced manner. While there was no restriction to native speakers, the participants were asked
to only participate if they are conﬁdent enough in their English proﬁciency. For the
main survey, 25 synsets related to vehicles have been chosen. They span a variety of
levels of abstractness (such as vehicle, motor vehicle, car, and sports car)
and areas (such as street vehicles, air vehicles, water vehicles, and war
vehicles). Each synset was labelled with a valid description ﬁtting the WordNet
node of the concept. The descriptions were sourced from Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary [49], Oxford Dictionary [50], and WordNet itself. They were selected to have
a similar detail and length for each synset to reduce visual bias on the survey pages
themselves.
After ﬁnishing the tutorial, each participant was asked to judge 30 paired comparisons. Voluntarily, participants were able to extend the survey, in which case more
unique paired comparisons would have been shown, but only one participant chose
5

https://www.facebook.com/
https://www.twitter.com/
7
https://www.reddit.com/
6
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to do so. Likewise, any participant was able to stop the survey at any point, in which
case only the paired comparisons up to that point have been saved to the database.
In total, 158 people participated, answering 4,529 paired comparisons (avg. 28.66
per participant and 13.36 answers per pair.) Out of these, 442 answers were pairs
considered equally variant and 63 comparisons were skipped with the “I don’t know”
button. Each paired comparison in average took 8.35 seconds. Out of all pairs, 87
percent reached a majority for either one of the two concepts. There were two pairs,
where one of the skip buttons gained a majority.
In the 13 percent of problematic pairs without a majority, there were a couple of
noticable patterns. First, there were pairs where both concepts were rather concrete
leaf nodes in different sub trees. bicycle vs. motorcycle is already pretty hard to
decide, but when comparing either to a warship, people might just give up and click
something randomly. Therefore, it is actually surprising, that the greater number of
pairs could reach a common majority.
On a similar note, there are synsets which are hard to understand, or may even be
misconceptions. One particularly ambigious synset is self-propelled vehicle.
The synset basically contains vehicles using a motor, but is different from the synset
motor vehicle, which only contains road vehicles using a motor. This semantic
nuance is inherited from WordNet and unknown by most participants. Therefore, it
can lead to confusion and nonhomogeneous results.
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...
(a) Composition of synset car corpus using equal weighting (Comparative method.)

...
(b) Composition of synset car corpus using the Google Text Search-based (GTS) distribution (Proposed method 1.)

...
(c) Composition of synset car corpus using the Google Image Search-based (GIS) distribution (Proposed method 2.)

Figure 3.7: Examples for different corpus recompositions of the same synset.

3.6 Experiment
To evaluate the proposed method, corpora created with different popularity metrics as
well as the unmodiﬁed baseline corpus are compared to ground-truth values obtained
from the conducted crowd-sourced survey.
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3.6.1

Image corpus creation

For the evaluation, a plain ImageNet serves as a baseline. This will outline, how well
(or rather, badly) an unmodiﬁed downloaded copy of ImageNet performs in visual
variety measurements using the cluster counting method. The other three corpora
are modiﬁed and recomposed versions of the plain ImageNet.
Based on WordNet, a tree of about 600 nodes starting from the root node vehicles
was extracted using NLTK [44]. Leaf nodes with a too small amount of images (less
than 100) were removed, with the remaining tree resulting in about 800 to 1,500
images per node. The aim is for an equal amount of images in every node.
As the ground-truth results of the survey span 25 core synsets, the goal is to obtain
a decent amount of images for each of them. Note that there is a larger number of
nodes still inﬂuencing the composition of each parent synset’s image corpus, even if
not chosen for direct evaluation. To increase the available visual data, Google [37]
and Bing [17] APIs are used for additional crawling of Web images. Potential duplicates are deleted by image comparison.
For evaluating the proposed method, the image corpus of all non-leaf nodes is recomposed using two Web popularity metrics, and some extra images are added using
Web-crawling. The Google API is used as a metric to approximate the Web popularity of various sub-concepts. For each term, the maximum amount of search results
for either the Google Text Search (Proposed method 1) or Google Image Search
(Proposed method 2) serve as metrics for the recomposition. These numbers reﬂect
the common popularity of terms within the indexed Web content. A discussion in
Section 3.7.1 will go into greater detail on how different metrics for Web Popularity
affect the recomposition of the image corpus.
Lastly, as a comparative method, an equally weighted corpus has been created. Here,
all leaf nodes inﬂuence a parent node equally. This means, the structure of WordNet
is inherited and a parent node receives the same amount of images from each of its
leaf nodes.
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An example of the resulting image corpora for the synset car is visualized in Fig. 3.7.
In the top, an equal weighted distribution (Comparative method) is used to produce
an image composition where each subordinate concept is treated equally. In contrast,
the bottom rows show compositions where the Google Text Search-based (Proposed
method 1) and Google Image Search-based (Proposed method 2) popularity metrics
create more natural distributions.
Due to the different ratios for each composition method, it was not possible to reach
the same volume of images per synset for each corpus. A higher number is favorable,
so the highest common volume of images in all synsets per corpus was chosen for
further evaluations. Accordingly, the Baseline corpus uses 1,000 images per synset,
the corpus for Proposed method 1 has 2,000 images, and both the Comparative corpus and the Proposed method 2 corpus contain 2,430 images per synset each. As the
Plain ImageNet corpus is an unmodiﬁed copy of the original ImageNet, there were
no means taken to increase its amount of data.

3.6.2

Survey results

Based on the results from the survey discussed in Section 3.5, the ground truth has
been obtained. Each answer by a participant is added to a weighted directional graph,
where each node is a synset and an edge describes the difference of variety between two nodes. Answers where “I don’t know” or “About equal” were chosen,
are skipped.
The resulting graph is put into a maximum likelihood estimation to determine a ranking using Choix 0.3.0 [48]. For further steps, the ranking is normalized between 0
and 100, where 0 would be the most concrete concept and 100 the most abstract one.
The ranking for the ground truth is listed in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Visualizing the overall trend of each corpus.

3.6.3

Measurement results

The evaluation examines the data clustering of each imageset, as previously discussed in Section 3.3. For each synset, the number of clusters within the visual
feature space of the synset’s images represents the visual variety.
The implementation uses OpenCV 3.2 [1] for feature extraction and distance measurements, and Scikit-learn 0.19.0 for clustering [14]. For each image, the visual features are extracted in form of a Bag of Words model using SURF descriptors [26][43].
A mean-shift clustering [16] is used to create a clustering of the visual vectors. Then,
the number of clusters for every synset is counted. Lastly, they are normalized between 0 and 100 to allow a rank comparison to the ground truth. This process is
repeated for all four corpora created. Table 3.1 and Figure 3.8 show the ranking
results for each corpus.
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Table 3.1: Examples of estimated visual variety results.

Synset
GT Baseline Comparative GTS
motor vehicle
100
57
88
52
wheeled vehicle
90
47
99
82
vehicle
90
55
82 100
car
86
50
49
24
craft
85
64
78
93
aircraft
79
82
68
56
airplane
77
71
50
29
ship
77
45
52
32
vessel
68
42
75
83
bus
65
0
28
22
motorcycle
65
63
0
0
locomotive
64
45
59
69
sports car
60
34
4
5
self-propelled veh. 60
69
100
56
bicycle
56
100
51
2
electric car
52
26
31
41
jeep
48
38
2
0
forklift
0
51
21
28

GIS
69
86
100
34
73
78
63
39
57
33
11
63
3
63
45
33
0
25

Table 3.2: Quantitative analysis of the proposed method.

Corpus

Rank Correlation Mean Squared Error
(larger = better)
(lower = better)

Plain ImageNet (Baseline)
Equal weighting (Comparative)
Google Text Search weighting (Prop. 1)
Google Image Search weighting (Prop. 2)

3.6.4

0.25
0.62
0.56
0.73

10.54
9.23
14.89
9.01

Rank comparison

A comparison of the ranking generated for each corpus with the ground truth can
be seen in Table 3.2. As metrics for evaluation, the Spearman Rank Correlation [57]
and the Mean Squared Error (MSE) have been chosen.
The GIS-based proposed method 2 is leading the Rank Correlation with an improvement of 17.7 percent over the comparative method “Equal weighting” and 192 percent over the baseline.
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The Baseline using the Plain ImageNet has a very low rank correlation. This suggests that the results are scattered and do not ﬁt the crowd-sourced results. When
comparing the rankings in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.8, we can see that the Baseline
ranking for each synset is very similar. As a matter of fact, if skipping the normalization, the raw amount of clusters found for each imageset is almost identical, so
all rankings gather around a similar, rather random, value. Thus, there is almost no
correlation, but a surprisingly low MSE, as the average error is relatively low.
The Comparative method “Equal weighting” is a strong improvement over the Baseline, although it can not reach the accuracy of the GIS-based proposed method 2. It
uses no weighting, but inherits the distribution from the structure provided by WordNet. The prominent change shows, how crucial the image corpus composition is for
the visual variety measurement. Unfortunately, the GTS-based proposed method 1
worsened the results, as it highly increased the MSE.
For both version of the Proposed method and the Comparative method, the MSE
seems to be a smaller improvement than the Rank Correlation. They result in a more
diverse ranking, and thus, wrongly classiﬁed results will have a larger impact on the
MSE.
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3.7 Discussion
The previous evaluations in Section 3.6 looked at how recomposed image corpora
compare to a conventional corpus for visual variety measurements. It shows, that
a recomposition has great potential for improving the measurement. The following
will ﬁrst analyze how the choice of different popularity metrics can inﬂuence the
results. The Google API metrics used in the evaluation are compared with two alternative candidates. Lastly, other difficulties of the recomposition and obtaining a
viable ground truth are discussed.

3.7.1

Different popularity metrics

The proposed method heavily relies on the used image corpus as its composition
is crucial for the algorithm to yield meaningful results. The following will discuss
four different metrics for popularity. Using one of these metrics, the corpora can be
recomposed using the ratio of how popular its leaf nodes are relative to each other.
The ﬁrst two metrics use the Google API [37], where the maximum number of search
results per term is used as a metric for how popular terms are relative to each other.
This reﬂects the common popularity of terms within indexed Web content. Thus,
it makes an assumption on the expectation of image contents in social media. The
API provides data for both text and image searches, so they are evaluated separately.
These metrics were used in the previous experiment in Section 3.6.
Third, the Sketch Engine (SE) [38] provides a large Web-crawled text corpus consisting of 19 billion words. This is another fully Web data-based approach, from a
different viewpoint than Google results. It is not directly affected by SEO (Search
Engine Optimization) keywords or Google PageRank, and solely relates on crawled
text-only data. Lastly, the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) [40]
provides a large English text corpus with currently 520 million words. It is said to be
a well-balanced combination of written texts from newspapers, journals, magazines,
and transcripts. Thus, this metric is a non-Web data based comparison.
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Table 3.3: Comparison of different Web popularity measurements.
(a) Distribution of the synset truck

Leaf node
moving van
delivery tr
pickup
trailer tr
fire engine
tractor
police van
milk float
transporter
lorry

GTS
22.8%
9.6%
14.7%
7.1%
11.4%
6.8%
9.8%
1.8%
2.6%
1.9%

GIS
SE
27.4%
2.4%
23.7%
1.8%
10.9%
1.7%
8.5%
2.5%
6.8%
1.0%
6.0% 12.8%
4.2% 58.4%
2.6%
0.3%
2.1%
0.6%
2.2% 7.8%

COCA
1.4%
0.9%
44.0%
5.8%
2.6%
26.8%
10.7%
0.0%
1.6%
1.0%

(b) Distribution of the synset car
Leaf node
GTS
GIS
SE
COCA
sports car
32.5% 27.4% 45.7%
1.2%
racer
6.7% 9.2%
0.3%
2.3%
model t
24.0% 8.8%
0.8%
1.3%
coupe
2.3%
6.9%
3.5%
3.6%
used-car
11.0%
6.7%
0.4%
1.8%
jeep
1.8%
5.0%
1.3%
6.4%
beach wagon
2.2%
4.8%
2.5%
6.7%
compact
3.3%
4.5%
0.4% 11.0%
cab
1.9%
3.9% 3.4% 13.3%
hatchback
2.7%
1.2% 11.4%
1.1%
ambulance
1.4%
0.6%
0.8% 15.9%
minivan
1.3%
0.7% 8.5%
4.8%

In the following, the ratio found by each of these four corpora is compared. Table 3.3(a) shows the distributions for the synset truck, while Table 3.3(b) those for
the synset car. For the synset car, the Web-based approaches often compose results in a strong bias towards sports car. There is a vast amount of sports car
images on the Web for marketing purposes and social media, and thus sports car
is a category where people intuitively are more likely to upload images to the Web.
Therefore, the expectation of an image of a car might actually have a strong bias
towards sports car. The sub-tree related to truck is more balanced towards multiple hyponyms. Overall, the Google Search results, especially the Image Search
results seem to be the best ﬁt for the visual variety measurements, as they ﬁt the
expectations the closest.

3.7.2

Difficulties in corpus construction

Unfortunately, seven synsets selected for the crowd-sourced survey turned out to be
hard to crawl. This includes a number of synsets from the non-ground vehicle subtree
of vehicle, for example sailing vessel, cargoship, warship, and warplane.
Even after including extra data from other search engines, they resulted in a substantially fewer number of images than the rest of the synsets. Therefore, they were
skipped in the evaluations.
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Depending on the chosen Web popularity metric, a single leaf node can become an
outlier in popularity. This can be seen in the previous example of the synset sports
car, which becomes 45.7 percent of car images for the Sketch Engine (SE) metric
(Table 3.3b). In such extreme cases, the amount of available leaf node images often
bottlenecks the retrievable images for parent node corpora, even up to a much higher
level in the hierarchy like vehicle.
On a similar note, many nodes of ImageNet initially have none or very few images.
They can be excluded to simplify the recomposition, but this inevitably results in less
variety for the recomposition of parent nodes and thus some introduced bias.

3.7.3

Ground-truth results

When looking into the raw results of the ground truth, it becomes evident that there
is a bias for objects which are more present in daily life. For example, the synset
car is one of the highest ranked synsets, despite pragmatically thinking being rather
concrete compared to many other concepts.
To see whether the number of participants is sufficient, the stability of results in
relation to the number of participants has been investigated. For this, the resulting
rank correlation for different numbers of participants has been sampled between one
and 150 participants. Each datapoint represents the average of 15 samples over all
participants. The results are shown in Fig. 3.9. As seen, a tendency of the ﬁnal results
are determined rather quickly. Following, for future research it can be noted that it
seems roughly 15 participants would be needed to get results closely resembling the
ﬁnal results. With more participants and the results getting more reﬁned, the results
for the proposed method gain a stronger lead.
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Figure 3.9: Stability of Spearman Rank correlation results for different groundtruths.
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3.8 Summary
Chapter 1 introduced the concept of quantifying the mental image using image data.
The problem was divided into the two tasks of estimating relative and absolute measurements. In this chapter, the ﬁrst sub-task of estimating relative measurements has
been tackled by means of a data-driven method proposed for relative visual variety
measurements.
In this research topic, I proposed a method to measure the relative visual variety of
terms using reconﬁgured imagesets modiﬁed to reﬂect Web-based popularity ratios.
Web data is used to create and enhance an imageset for each term based on popularity in social media. The cluster counting method calculates a distinct score for
every term, describing its visual variety. Using a crowd-sourced survey, a ground
truth for this purpose has been obtained. When comparing the proposed image corpora with another, it shows that the correlation to ground truth highly depends on
the used recomposition. Compared to the baseline corpus, the recomposition of proposed method 2 improved the measurements by 192 percent, showing very promising
results in terms of understanding the relationship between vision and language.
The results showed good performance on a narrow domain for 25 words related to
vehicles. Other domains, where the approach is considered to work, would be
animals, plants, and so on.
Due to the data-driven nature of the proposed method, there are however some downsides which make it only feasible for a limited domain: The approach is tied to
WordNet, meaning that a concept which has no meaningful hierachy with hypernym/hyponym relationships is hard to recompose. This means, datasets for more
abstract concepts such as peaceful8 are hard to create. Another limitation is the
reference point used for the ranking: As the root term of the narrow domain is used
as a reference point, the used algorithm of comparing clusters is somewhat tailored
to narrow domains. A comparison of the number of clusters between vehicles
8

While there is a WordNet synset for peaceful, adjectives do not posess hypernym/hyponym
relationships.
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and cars is reasonable, while a comparison between vehicles and pizzas has no
meaning. As such, the proposed method can not deal with arbitrary concepts or a
selection of words which goes beyond a speciﬁc domain.

Chapter 4
Absolute visual variety estimation for
arbitrary concepts
Chapter 1 discussed the quantiﬁcation of the mental image as a problem that can be
divided into the two tasks of relative and absolute measurements. In this chapter,
an approach to estimate the absolute visual variety by means of an algorithm-driven
method is proposed. In the ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics, there are existing dictionaries putting words on a Lickert scale regarding how they are perceived by humans,
e.g., scoring them from one to seven. One of various such word ratings is called
Imageability, describing whether a word is easy or hard to imagine. Visual variety is
considered as a similar measurement, looking into how datasets for different terms
differ in their feature variety.
As the second research topic discussed in this thesis, the idea of visual variety is
employed for imageability estimation. While Research Topic 1 looked into relative
differences between related terms, e.g. car and vehicle, imageability as a concept
strives for absolute results —on a scale from vague words like something over
abstracct words like peaceful to concrete words like car.
This chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.1 introduces the motivation and background of this research topic with Section 4.2 summarizing the contributions to the
63
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academic communities made through this research. The core assumption of how image data crawled from the Web correlates to the human perception of imageability
is discussed in Section 4.3, together with the proposed method and the used mixture of low-level and high-level visual image features. For the evaluation, a large
dataset composed of 1,000 words with imageability scores is prepared, discussed in
Section 4.4. Section 4.5 analyzes the proposed method through four experiments,
looking at the choice of image features, the choice of regressors, dataset size, and
how the choice of visual features affects the performance for lowly or highly imageable words. Section 4.6 discusses the found results, as well as some implications for
future applications. Finally, this research topic is summarized in Section 4.7
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leaf (imageability 6.08)

early (imageability 3.90)

Figure 4.1: Core concept of word imageability.

4.1 Motivation
In Section 1.3.2, Research Topic 2 was introduced as a method for estimating the
absolute visual variety of concepts. In the following, these ideas are discussed in a
greater detail.
Imageability is a concept originating from Psycholinguistics [28]. It quantizes the
human perception of words on a scale from, in layman’s terms, abstract to concrete.
As a metric, it describes the ability to conceptualize a term as a mental image. A
word with a high-imageability score is usually something rather concrete, for which
the average person has an instant and rather clearly deﬁned mental image, like car or
pizza. In contrast, a word with a low-imageability score is something rather visually
unclear, which is more of a concept than an actual object, like the word transportation or nutrition. As a consequence, imageability of words also correlates with text
difficulty, as abstract, unclear words are often harder to grasp. Research in Psychology shows, that this relationship of language and imageability has further implications for language acquisition for children [51][55], language understanding [54],
and the use of grammar [11]. The concept of imageability, along with example images for different imageable words, is visualized in Figure 4.1.
It seems natural to put this research in a Natural Language Processing (NLP) context,
and use it for multimodal applications. While there have been multimedia applications which include Psycholinguistic concepts, there are various opportunities for
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other ﬁelds to include such metrics, too. It is also recently used as a complementary
feature for sentiment research [62][67], but found its way into recent multimodal
research using text and image [31]. For automatically generated image captioning,
such metrics could be used for quality assessment, both in terms of understandability,
analyzing how text and image complement each other, or assessing the accessibility
of texts.
Unfortunately, existing dictionaries used in Psycholinguistics are typically created
through labor-intensive experiments. This can range from annotations by hand from
test subjects in academic studies, to crowd-sourced surveys using online platforms
like Amazon Mechanical Turk 1 . While there are a number of dictionaries for many
languages, they tend to be rather small, especially compared to the word corpora of
natural languages.
In this research topic, I propose a method using image-based data-mining to estimate the imageability of words. The core assumption is, similar to that of Research
Topic 1, that imageability is a quantization of mental image of a certain word, describing how the society perceives it, and intrinsically reﬂected by images crawlable
from the Web and Social Media.
Therefore, in this method, a large imageset is crawled for each word for which the
ground-truth score for imageability is available. Next, a data-mining approach using
a set of visual features is applied to all images. The visual features are selected to express a variety of visual characteristics spanning from very abstract to very concrete.
Therefore, this approach includes a mixture of both a set of low-level, machinebased features, and a set of high-level features closer to the human description of
images. For each word, a similarity matrix to describe the structural resemblance of
all images in the same imagesets, is calculated per visual feature. Last, a model is
trained to regress the imageability for unknown words. The model is evaluated using
a series of testing data. In the experiments, ﬁrst, the general performance of the proposed method in comparison to the previous work as well as a text-based method is
1

https://www.mturk.com/
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evaluated. Then, the feature selection gets a closer inspection, to investigate which
features can excel for which type of word. Finally, some implications following the
results of each experiment are discussed.
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4.2 Contributions
This section summarizes the novel contributions of the research topic described in
this chapter. The core idea of this research topic is to employ the measurement of
visual variety characteristics to the estimation of the word imageability as deﬁned
in the ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics. For this, the approach uses a mixture of six visual
features contributing to different parts of visual perception each complementing the
overall image of a concept.

4.2.1

Concept: Visual variety for the estimation of imageability

Visual variety introduced in Chapter 3 proved to be a valid measurement for the
perceived diversity of relative concepts in a limited domain, evaluated with a crowdsourced ground truth. To test the core assumption regarding the mental image and
Web-crawled images stated in Chapter 1, I wanted to test the idea as an absolute measure for arbitrary concepts in a larger-scale dataset involving a variety of domains.
In the ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics, there are existing dictionaries putting words on a
Lickert scale regarding how they are perceived by humans. For imageability, the
rating describes whether a word is easy or hard to imagine. Visual variety is thought
to be a similar measurement, looking into how datasets for different terms differ in
their feature variety. As such, this chapter evaluates the usage of visual variety as a
method for estimating the imageability of words. For the experiments, a dataset of
586 words, consisting both highly imageable and lowly imageable words is selected
and evaluated to verify whether the method can be used for imageability estimation.
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Concept: Mixture of low- and high-level visual features to
complement semantic information

The main goal of the proposed method is to extend the algorithm used in Research
Topic 1 with a more exhaustive set of visual features. With the imageability being
roughly related to the abstractness of words, lowly imageable words will usually
be rather abstract concepts with very vague visual characteristics. As an example,
lowly imageable words like peaceful or something can usually not be depicted
with a single object, but are rather a collection of ideas or concepts. In contrast,
highly imageable words are often connected to existing objects like car or leaf,
which have speciﬁc visual characteristics attached and can be more easily trained for
a vision model to be detected.
Following this thought, this research topic uses a collection of six visual features,
each contributing to different visual characteristics. The ﬁrst set of three visual
features represent patterns and colors, speciﬁcally not detecting objects but global
attributes across the images. The second set of three visual features use object detection with a pre-trained neural network to represent higher level characteristics.
The experiments are outlined in a way to evaluate which set of features works better
for which sub-group of words. This tests the hypothesis of whether, e.g., higher level
features work better for concrete words, while lower level features work better for
abstract words.
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4.3 Imageability estimation
In this research topic, I propose a method to estimate the imageability of words using
visual feature mining on Web-crawled images. The core assumption is that there is
an intrinsic relationship between imageability scores and the perceived world around
us. This relationship is considered to be reﬂected in image data on the Web, due to
its crowd-sourced nature. While this can be both biased and subjective, photography
and images on Social Media somewhat captures how we see the world around us.
A large set of images related to a certain word will thus describe how the word
can be visually represented in different ways, what situation it is commonly in, what
common backgrounds (or varying backgrounds) for the said concept exist, and so on.
This correlates to the mental image we have of the same word, and its imageability.
In Chapter 3, the relative visual variety of words in a narrow domain was considered.
For this research topic, the focus is shifted from variety gaps within related words to
general-purpose imageability estimation. The method of clustering local descriptors
is prone to noise, as too many unrelated images will often connect clusters. When
comparing car with sportscar, the clustering-based approach can spot the difference
of variety, but comparing car to pizza will have trouble to ﬁnd a reference point for
comparison. In imageability estimation, both words would be similarly concrete.
Thus, in this Chapter a more sophisticated method using a cross comparison of similarity between all images in the dataset of a word is proposed. Additionally, to
successfully capture the characteristics of various concepts, four additional visual
features are introduced. Lastly, a model is trained to predict an imageability score
from the cross-similarities using ground-truth annotations from Psycholinguistic dictionaries consisting of common words from various domains.

4.3.1

Approach

Let’s assume an existing dataset with imageability scores attached. For each word,
a sufficiently large number of images from crowd-sourced origin is needed for the
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data-mining to work as expected. Imageability is described as a numerical rating on
a scale between rather concrete (usually high scores,) and rather abstract words or
concepts (usually low scores.)
Concrete words are easy-to-grasp concepts, which are very imageable, but lack a
variety. Think of the word car; while there is a large variety of different cars, most
of them look fairly similar in their fundamental shape, form, and choice of colors.
Furthermore, the situation a car is in would usually be very similar —A street, or
scenery, but very rarely in the middle of the rain forest, or in the air (like a plane
would be, on the other hand.)
Abstract words, in contrast, are often much less imageable. They tend to have a much
higher visual variety, just through the nature of them being usually not objects, but
atmospheres, situations, or concepts, on their own. Therefore, they cannot usually
be described with single images, and images of the same abstract word will look
very different from another. For example, the dataset for the word approach would
probably contain many technical ﬁgures, but its visual characteristics are not well
deﬁned.
The proposed method exploits these visual characteristics. Words with high-imageability
scores are expected to have high similarities across all their images. In contrast,
words with low-imageability scores are expected to have signiﬁcantly lower similarities across their images.
Using a variety of visual features (Discussed in Section 4.3.2,) a similarity matrix
is built. For each visual feature, one histogram describing it is computed for each
image. By cross comparing all images, the similarity of all histograms is calculated
and inserted in a matrix of size n × n for n images. For a high number of images, the
similarity matrix reaches a high dimensionality, which makes it hard to train a model
with the similarity matrix as input. Furthermore, the similarity matrix changes with
the order of processed images, despite the order having no meaning in itself. To
solve these issues, the eigenvalues of the said similarity matrix are computed. The
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eigenvalues contain the characteristics of the similarity matrix, meaning that the visual characteristics of low-imageability words’ visual features vs. high-imageability
words’ visual features are also encoded in them. Meanwhile, a sorted set of eigenvalues has a signiﬁcantly smaller dimensionality than the matrix, and it is invariant
to changes in the order of images.
Lastly, a model is trained to regress imageability, using the previously calculated
sets of eigenvalues as input. Existing imageability annotations from Psycholinguistic
dictionaries serve as ground-truth scores.
The step-by-step algorithm is shown in Figure 4.2 and further described in Algorithm 1.

4.3.2

Feature selection

To sufficiently encode the visual characteristics of each imageset, the analyses need
to look at visual features from multiple angles. Computer vision and object detection algorithms traditionally focus on low-level representations of visual characters.
Patterns, edges, and color spaces are encoded and represented in forms of feature
vectors. While this is important for many parts of computer vision, it also leaves
human perception of concepts out of the image. For a human, the situation or actual
contents of a picture is often more important than a global gradient description. Lowlevel features also do not contain actual meaning, if not trained against ground-truth
data.
Therefore, the proposed method looks at the problem from two angles. First, lowlevel features are analyzed to have a general description of the scene and objects.
This will furthermore relate to how humans perceive colors and contrasts, which are
important parts of the core assumption of imageability. Second, high-level features
are extracted using pre-trained models from Computer Vision and Multimedia applications. Here, I am interested in the actual image contents and compositions. The
features are used to complement the visual feature representations in what and how
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(1) dataset preparation

Input: word x

cat
Crawl images for x

n images for word x

(3) training and prediction

(2) feature extraction

Visual feature extraction
(m features)

Feature histogram
(n x m histograms)

Cross comparison within image set
(once for each feature m)

Similarity matrix of
size n x n

Set of top eigenvalues
(m sets, for each visual feature)

Regression of
imageability

Regressor

Prediction of output score

Output

I(cat) ∈ [1.00, 7.00]

Figure 4.2: Flowchart of the imageability estimation process.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for the proposed method.
input : Word
output: Imageability label
1

(1) data preparation;

2

12

images ←− image dataset;
words ←− psycholinguistics dataset;
f eatures ←− list of visual features;
for image ∈ images do
image text ←− read textual metadata of image;
if image text ∩ words , ∅ then
for word ∈ image text ∩ words do
imagesword ←− image;
end
end
end

13

(2) feature extraction;

14

23

for word ∈ words do
for image ∈ imagesword do
for f eature ∈ f eatures do
imagesword, f eature,image ←− extract visual features;
end
end
for f eature ∈ f eatures do
similarity matrixword, f eature ←−
cross comparison similarity for all in imagesinput, f eature ;
end
end

24

(3a) training;

25

for word ∈ words
fn do
Xword ←− i=1 Eigenvalues of similarity matrixword,i (for n features);
Yword ←− wordsword ;
end
train regression model Y on X;

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

(3b) prediction;
f
X ←− ni=1 Eigenvalues of similarity matrixinput,i (for n features);
predict Y from X;
output ←− Y;
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things are displayed in each image, while putting the actual technical details (e.g.,
low-level details) to the side.

4.3.2.1 Low-level features
Low-level features represent the visual characteristics of each image how a machine
would describe them. They encode local and global trends of edges, colors, and
gradients of the processed image. While these are important characteristics and the
basis for object detection and scene understanding, the actually encoded patterns
do not possess much of a meaning on their own. In the experiments, the following
low-level features are used:

Color distributions.

The color distributions are captured as one visual feature. In

context of imageability, this feature can encode the mood and the atmosphere of each
image through the overall distribution of used colors. The atmosphere of a concept
could be captured by ﬁnding reoccurring color patterns like warm or cold colors.
Furthermore, this feature encodes information related to visual adjectives like yellow
or bright.

Global gradient descriptions. Global features are important for scene analysis.
They are, among other use-cases, prominently used for Web-retrieval engines. Based
on an encoding of gradients, and their orientation, the feature representations give
information on global pattern distributions of the images, such as how noisy an image
is to the eye, whether there are many objects, and contrasts.

Local gradient descriptions. Local features are often used for object detection,
as they can be used to distinguish the visual characteristics of different objects. In a
sense, they decode the patterns of an object, and what makes it look like the object. In
combination with a Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) [26] model of the local gradient
descriptors, it creates a histogram encoding reoccurring visual patterns within the
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image. While this sounds more high-level than just edges, it is a different level of
abstraction than actual high-level features, as the found patterns do not necessarily
share meaning.
Actual implementation details of the feature extraction can be found in Section 4.5.1.

4.3.2.2 High-level features
High-level features look at the visual characteristics of each image how a human
would describe them. While colors, contrasts, and edges are also part of how humans
see objects, they have few actual meanings in themselves. The actual meaning comes
from associating pattern recognition with ground-truth labels, which a model can
be trained to ﬁnd, but is not an actual part of the visual feature representation. In
the experiments, the following three characteristics of high-level representations are
investigated:

Image theme.

First, the image theme is the overall setting of an image. Examples

of this could be: indoor, landscape, or architecture. This is not an actual description
of displayed objects, but rather the situation or scenery where all the displayed objects are in. The setting of an image plays a large role for similarity of images, as it
is largely an encoding of backgrounds, which are often the largest part of each image
in terms of surface area.

Image contents. Second, the image contents are actually displayed objects in the
scene. A scene of two dogs and their owner in front of a crowded street might contain the objects: dog 2, human 1, cars 3, and so on. An object frequency along with
an object description gives additional insights of the nature of each image. Because
two images, one of a black small nude cat and one of a white ﬂuffy cat, are perceived
rather similar to humans despite having different colors or patterns, a high-level representation of image contents is needed.
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Third, image compositions give another insight on how im-

portant things are for the scene. Images with a certain object in the center of an image
might directly relate to this object, while the same object in a corner of another image
might just be part of the scenery. Furthermore, concrete, high-imageability words,
might correlate to objects being in the center, while abstract, low-imageability words,
might show other characteristics or general trends.
Pre-trained models are used to encode these characteristics and to describe them
in the form of likelihood histograms. The resulting histograms are then used in
the cross-comparison step proposed in Section 4.3.1 above. Actual implementation
details in which models are used for the evaluations are given in Section 4.5.1.
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4.4 Dataset construction
In this research, two types of datasets are employed. The ﬁrst is a dictionary with
English (language) words and imageability annotations, which provides the ground
truth for both the training process and the evaluation. The second is a large number
of images for each word, which will be used for visual feature extraction.

4.4.1

Imageability dictionary

There are a number of imageability or concreteness dictionaries in different languages, including English [30][58], Indonesian [59], and Cantonese [60]. As described before, imageability dictionaries try to quantify the human perception of
words. The most common scale is a seven-level Likert scale, averaging the perception over all test subjects. Level 1–3 words would be things where one can not grasp
a mental image to describe it. In layman terms, when talking about nouns, it might
be a rather abstract concept, like peace or the word abstract itself. It could also be
a conjunction, which are naturally hard to visually image, like because. A level 5–7
word on the other hand is something rather concrete, which is easy to grasp. It could
be a dog or the color red.
Datasets for imageability are commonly created by hand. Using crowd-sourcing
or surveys, a pre-selected set of words is judged by each test subject. It could be
measured using paired comparisons, which might arguably lead to more accurate
results. However, the sheer amount of labor involved in this process results in most
studies using Likert scales instead.
For evaluating the proposed method, in this thesis, the English language is used.
Concretely, the datasets by Reilly et al. [58] and Cortese et al. [30] in combination
are used as a baseline. These datasets provide the results as a Likert scale score
averaged over all test subjects, in the range of [1.00, 7.00]. There is no signiﬁcant
overlap nor contradictions in both word corpora. Furthermore, while the former is
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only composed of nouns, the latter includes other parts-of-speech. In case of overlap,
the average of both dictionaries is taken.
While there are other datasets, combining a large number of different datasets might
result in incomparable results, as it is unclear whether all experiments have been conducted in the same way. The popular, but also rather dated, MRC database [64] has
not been used directly, despite it being larger than the previously cited sources. However, the ﬁrst dataset used [58] is a modiﬁed version of the MRC database. It focuses
on the high- and low-end of the spectrum, removing large parts of mid-Imageability
terms from the original MRC database. In that process, they also ﬁltered out obscure
and uncommon terms, making for a cleaned-up fork of the MRC database.
Lastly, while Likert scales are very common in Psychology, Computer Science is
used to either percentual results, or a normalized scale of [0, 1]. Therefore, for pure
understandability of the evaluation results, the interval of [1.00, 7.00] is normalized
to [0, 100] in this thesis.

4.4.2

Imagesets

For the image data, Social Media platforms are crawled for each word. The whole
process of dataset acquisition is shown in Figure 4.3. The noisy Web-based origin
ensures a composition which comes close to how a human perceives the concept.
The simplicity of direct crawling, on the other hand, ensures that a larger number of
images for a much larger number of words can be retrieved. Therefore, the proposed
algorithm from Section 4.3 can be evaluated with a large number of words, also testing the stability of its predictions for different scales of datasets. As the proposed
dataset creation method does not rely on WordNet, it implicitly groups ambiguous
terms, and can be used for terms not available in the WordNet hierarchy, or is insufﬁcient (e.g., there are multiple levels of hierarchy with no siblings.) Lastly, it comes
without extra post-processing or manual labor needed for recomposing the dataset.
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Using the imageability data described in Section 4.4.1 as a basis, a large number of
images for each word with imageability annotation is crawled. As a source for the
images, the YFCC100M [32] dataset is used, which is crowd-sourced based on the
US photography social media platform Flickr 2 . It consists of 100 million images
posted to Flickr up to 2014, annotated with various text-based annotations like a
title, a description, user taggings, and more. The dataset also comes with 1,570-class
visual concept annotations. This can be used as a high-level feature on its own and
will be discussed later. Here, the images themselves are used for visual feature data
mining. Furthermore, the text-based annotations are used to identify the relationship
between images and words.
For each image, if a word from the imageability dictionary is contained in one of the
text-based annotations (title, description, or user-tagging,) the image and the word
are considered as related to each other. Thus, the YFCC100M dataset is crawled,
looking for images where entries from the imageability dictionaries appear in the
text annotations. In case of multiple related words, the image is ﬂagged to be part of
the imageset for each word.
To not bias the proposed method with different similarity matrix sizes, an equal number of images is used for every word. As the frequency of images for different words
varies, many words are harder to crawl than others. For each word, the ﬁrst n images retrieved in the crawling process are used for the evaluation. Furthermore,
there is a large amount of noise and mis-classiﬁcations, which is natural for crowdsourced Web-based data. Noise, like unrelated images, is expected to be averaged
out if the number of images is large enough. For abstract words, the noise ratio is
naturally much higher, as it is hard to put a concrete label on very abstract words.
This characteristic helps the proposed method, as a high noise ratio results in a low
cross-similarity between images and thus naturally produces the expected similarity
matrix for abstract terms. The noise in lowly imageable word datasets is also shown
in Fig. 4.5 in the next section.

2

https://www.flickr.com/
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Cortese’s
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Image selection
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Images for visual
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I(cat) ∈ [1.00, 7.00]

Figure 4.3: Flowchart of dataset acquisition of visual data for words and their imageability labels.
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4.5 Experiment
The goal of this research is to estimate imageability scores using data mining on
visual features of crowd-sourced images. The analyses use a variety of low-level
and high-level features to provide a view on the visual characteristics from various
angles.
In the following, ﬁve experiments conducted using a large Web-crawled dataset for
imageability estimation are outlined. After discussing details on the environment
of the analyses, ﬁrst, the results when using different visual features are presented.
Then, the dataset size, and how a larger number of images can inﬂuence the resulting error are analyzed, as well as how the choice of the regression model makes
a difference to the proposed method. Lastly, two experiments will analyze which
feature excels for which kind of words, both considering low-imageability vs. highimageability as well as different parts-of-speech.

4.5.1

Feature selection

The evaluations use a combination of seven different visual feature sets. First, three
visual features will encode the low-level visual information of each image:

(L1) The HSV color feature encodes the color distribution in the HSV color space.
For the color features, it results in the best prediction performance for experiments
when using 36 bins for the Hue and Saturation axes each, resulting in a 72-dimensional
histogram for each image.

(L2) The SURF feature uses the SURF local feature transformation [43] to generate a Bag-of-Words model [26] using k-means clustering. SURF is a common
feature used in object detection or reconstruction. The resulting 4,096-dimensional
histogram describes the occurrence of visually similar sub-regions based on gradients.
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(L3) The GIST feature uses the GIST descriptor [33] commonly used for scene
analysis. Based on this global gradient encoding, a 960-dimensional histogram is
generated for each image.
Next, four high-level features complement the low-level features above to provide
additional information closer to human perception:

(H1) The Image theme feature captures the general concept of each image. In the
following experiments, the YFCC100M-based autotaggings provided in the dataset
(as shown in Figure 4.3) is used. The taggings include concepts like inside, nature,
architecture, and more. The resulting histogram is composed of 1,570 classes, based
on the probability of each concept being related to the image.

(H2) The Image content feature encodes objects in each image. In the following experiments, the pre-trained model YOLO9000 [65] is used to detect concrete
objects found in each image. The frequency histogram is based on the number of
detected instances for each class. The model YOLO9000 was speciﬁcally chosen
because of the large number of classes, as newer versions of YOLO come with a
substantially smaller number of classes. The 9,418-classes proposed in YOLO9000,
however, turned out to be too many for a proper histogram comparison. To establish
a middle ground, WordNet [45] is used to group classes along their hypernyms. Each
class of YOLO9000 corresponds to leaf nodes in the WordNet hierarchy. They are
combined in a bottom-up fashion, resulting in a dimensionality reduced to 1,401classes after merging three levels of hypernyms.

(H3) The Image composition feature encodes the location of objects in the image.
Again, YOLO9000 is used to detect objects within each image. Using an overlapped
n × n grid, a histogram describing the number of objects within each grid cell is
generated. In the following experiments, the actual value of n is set to 10, resulting
in a 100-dimensional histogram.
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Each feature is used to calculate a similarity matrix as outline in Section 4.3.1. The
eigenvalues of the similarity matrix are used as input for the regression. If sorted by
size, the top eigenvalues contain the majority of structural information of the matrix,
and are least affected by noisy data. Thus, in the following experiments, the top 30
eigenvalues of each visual feature are used to simplify the training. This heavily decreases dimensionality and thus complexity for the training process, especially when
working with combined features. For combined features, the resulting eigenvalues
for each feature have been concatenated before inserting them into the regressor.
For all implementations, Python 3.7 and OpenCV 3.20 [1] is used. For YOLO9000,
the Python implementation YOLO3-4-Py [13] is used. For histogram comparisons,
the default normalized cross-correlation metric from OpenCV [1] is used:
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where N is the total number of histogram bins.

4.5.2

Dataset

Following the process discussed in Section 4.4, datasets with ground-truth imageability annotations for up to 1,148 words (for 2,500 images each) and up to 587
words (for 5,000 images each) have been accumulated by crawling the ﬁrst approximately one sixth of the YFCC100M dataset. The data can be increased for a bigger
dataset and more accurate results, but I decided to stop further crawling at that point
due to feasibility in processing time. As many words are much harder to obtain than
others, the number of words available shrinks with the number of images wanted for
the evaluation.
For the majority of evaluations, if not indicated otherwise, a dataset having 587
words with 5,000 images each has been analyzed. I found that this gives us a good
balance of a sufficient number of images for data-mining, while having a sufficient
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Figure 4.4: Scatter plot of predicted imageability scores.

number of training samples, and still being feasible in terms of processing power. It
spans 501 nouns, 33 adjectives, 18 adverbs, 11 verbs, and 24 other parts-of-speech 3 .
The average imageability in the training dataset is 67 (testing: 70) with a standard
deviation of 20 (testing: 17). Thus, the dataset is biased towards highly imageable
terms, but still contains lowly imageable terms. A scatter plot of the test dataset
is also shown in Fig. 4.4, together with results for the proposed and comparative
methods.
To investigate the effect of dataset size, the robustness against different numbers of
words (thus, training samples,) and the number of images per word are also tested.
Example images from the created image dataset are shown in Fig. 4.5.
3

Parts-of-speech are obtained using NLTK [44] and may thus have slight error due to ambiguities.
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Dataset for breakfast

Predicted score 5.91 (GT: 6.28)
Dataset for coast

Predicted score 6.13 (GT: 6.07)
Dataset for challenge

Predicted score 438 (GT: 3.96)
Dataset for need

Predicted score 3.77 (GT: 3.26)
Figure 4.5: Example of image datasets and their predicted imageability scores.

4.5.3

Regression model

For training and evaluation, the datasets are split in 80 percent of words for training
and 20 percent of words for testing.
The evaluations, if not indicated otherwise, use Random Forest [66] as the regressor. For comparison, an SVM-based regression and a shallow Neural Network have
also been tested. The former two use Scikit-learn 0.19.0 [14], while the latter is
implemented in Keras 2.0.6 [24].
The Random Forest uses 100 estimators. The SVM regression uses an RBF kernel
with C = 100 and γ = 0.001. The Neural Network uses a shallow architecture with
three Dense layers of 512 dimensions.
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Evaluation metrics

All experiments are evaluated using two metrics: The ﬁrst is the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) with the best result being 0 meaning no error compared to the ground-truth
scores. The second is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Correlation) with the best
result being 1 (or −1) meaning a perfect ordering (or perfect opposite ordering) of
the predicted scores.
In layman’s terms, a low error but low correlation would mean that most predicted
scores are rather close to their ground-truth scores, even if they would result in the
wrong ranking order due to slight differences. As the ground-truth seven-level Lickert scale score is chosen rather vague, and the dataset is furthermore biased towards
highly imageable words, this results in many samples in the upper third of the results.
Following this, it is possible to have a very low error but mixed correlation results.
The opposite would be true if there is an in-general good correlation between the
predicted samples, but a couple of very strong outliers heavily inﬂuencing the MAE.
This is true for some of the cases in the analysis of parts-of-speech, where the test
dataset has a very small number of samples. Here, many results share the correct
relative order of high- vs. low-imageability predictions among the same part-ofspeech, but the error can be rather high as the training data consists of nouns, maybe
unﬁt for the evaluated part-of-speech.

4.5.5

Results

In the ﬁrst experiment, the proposed method has been evaluated on the dataset of 587
words with 5,000 images each. Table 4.1 shows the results for each feature selection.
It reaches the best results with an error of 10.14 and a correlation of 0.63. The
proposed method uses a combined vector with all high-level and low-level features
except L3 (GIST.) When including L3, it results in a slight decrease to an error of
10.33 with a correlation of 0.62. Interestingly, H2 and H3 (both using YOLO9000
as there baseline,) have rather unfortunate results on their own, but can increase the
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Table 4.1: Qualitative analysis for different sets of visual features.

Feature
L1: Color histograms
L2: SURF + BoVW
L3: GIST
H1: Image theme (YFCC100M-based)
H2: Image content (YOLO9000-based)
H3: Image composition (YOLO9000-based)
Combined Low-level L*
Combined High-level H*
Combined (Proposed method; All)
Comparative method 1 (Visual variety, Research Topic 1)
Comparative method 2 (Text data mining [8])

Correlation
MAE
(1 : best) (0 : best)
0.53
11.30
0.54
11.48
0.42
12.05
0.62
10.19
0.43
12.55
0.25
13.98
0.60
11.03
0.61
10.18
0.63
10.14
−0.01
67.31
0.70
10.39

performance if combined with other features. This suggests that the visual features
can complement each other well enough, as they each encode a different kind of
visual characteristics. Overall, the combined high-level features perform better than
the combined low-level features. While the H1 feature set, which is part of the
YFCC100M dataset, performs good on its own, the combined proposed method with
H1 excluded can still reach an error of 10.25 with a correlation of 0.63. This means
that the method works similarly well for other datasets, where H1 features are not
directly available.
For comparison, ﬁrst, the cluster counting approach used in Research Topic 1 has
been tested on the new dataset. In Research Topic 1, the variety of visual characteristics in a BoVW model is used to estimate a variety score for a dataset. It is closely
related to the main assumption of this topic, although Research Topic 1 was not developed, nor evaluated, for the purpose of absolute imageability score estimation.
The results show, that the performance of the proposed method for Research Topic 2
is superior for imageability estimation.
As a second comparative method, the predicted imageability scores has been compared to the method proposed by Ljubesic et al. [8]. Their method predicts imageability entirely based on text data-mining, while the proposed method exclusively
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uses visual characteristics of images. This makes for an interesting comparison between different modalities. The results show a slightly better correlation of 0.70 for
the text data mining method, but for the MAE, the proposed method wins with 10.14
versus an error of 10.39. These mixed results suggest that it would be beneﬁcial for
future work to combine both models and regress the scores using both textual and
visual characteristics of multimodal datasets. However, due to the closely cluttered
results of most of the testing dataset, a high correlation is very hard to achieve. The
imageability for words closely neighboring on the Lickert scale is often very vague
due to the seven-level nature of the ground-truth annotations. As such, the relative
order might be very hard to decide, even for most human annotators. Following, I
believe that the MAE is a better metric for this, more closely capturing the trend of
predictions (highly imageable vs. lowly imageable) rather than the exact order of
each result.
In the second experiment, to assess the stability of the results, the proposed method
has been tested with different dataset sizes. In Table 4.2, the results for a varying
number of words and a varying number of images per word are shown. For the varying number of words, the previously discussed dataset having 587 words and 5,000
images each has been used. The dataset has been split in 469 words for training and
118 for testing. For the reduced number of words, the model is trained with 321 (66
percent of training samples) and 156 (33 percent of training samples,) respectively.
The results conﬁrm that the error is sufficiently stable for different dataset sizes. They
also show that the error decreases with the number of images. The complexity of the
method scales linearly with the number of images for visual feature extraction, and
quadratically for calculating the similarity matrices. The training time is negligible
for the most part, but the pre-processing of visual features and the matrices is a major
bottleneck. Using an RTX 2080 Ti (GPU-based visual features,) and a Xeon E5-2697
(CPU-based visual features and similarity matrices,) pre-processing the dataset for
the 5,000 image/word dataset took several weeks. As the number of available words
(i.e., training samples) for more images per word also further decreases, I did not
look into larger dataset experiments.
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Table 4.2: Qualitative analysis for different training dataset sizes.

Dataset

Correlation
MAE
(1 : best) (0 : best)
156 words / 5,000 images each
0.51
12.17
Fixed #images 321 words / 5,000 images each
0.62
10.58
469 words / 5,000 images each
0.63
10.14
469 words / 1,000 images each
0.54
11.27
Fixed #words 469 words / 2,500 images each
0.57
10.87
469 words / 5,000 images each
0.63
10.14
Table 4.3: Quantitative results for different regressors.

Regressor

Top 30 eigenvalues

All eigenvalues

Correlation
MAE Correlation
MAE
(1 : best) (0 : best)
(1 : best) (0 : best)
Support Vector Machine
0.13
14.82
0.11
14.83
Neural Network
0.61
10.82
0.60
11.11
Random Forest
0.63
10.14
0.63
10.17
In the third experiment, the regressor has been exchanged. Random Forest, SVM,
and a shallow Neural Network were tested to determine which regression method
works best on the data. The used parameters are described in Section 4.5.3. As
shown in Table 4.3, Random Forest shows the best results across all feature sets.
The number of input eigenvalues makes a negligible difference for the overall performance, but results in much faster training, as the dimensionality of the input vectors
vastly decreases. One concern is the dimensionality of the input vectors versus the
number of samples. While 30 eigenvalues per feature would result in a dimensionality of 180 for 469 training samples, we should keep in mind that the models are
foremost training on the distribution of the top eigenvalues. As such, reducing the
number even smaller results in only slight changes of the actual accuracy, as long
as the top-n eigenvalues containing the actual characteristics of the similarity matrix
are preserved. Sorted by size, for most concrete terms with very similar images, only
the very ﬁrst eigenvalues contain much information, with a long tail of close-to-zero
values. For more noisy datasets of abstract terms, this might vary, so n = 30 was
chosen conservatively to be on the secure side.
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Table 4.4: Feature comparison for abstract words vs. concrete words.

Features

Abstract

Concrete

Correlation
MAE Correlation
MAE
(1 : best) (0 : best)
(1 : best) (0 : best)
L1 (Color)
0.32
11.36
0.00
11.25
Low-level
L2 (SURF)
0.36
11.26
0.18
11.71
L3 (GIST)
0.20
12.18
0.20
12.82
H1 (Theme)
0.26
11.37
0.19
9.32
High-level
H2 (Content)
0.11
12.41
0.10
12.69
H3 (Comp.)
−0.01
13.99
−0.05
13.87
L* (Low-level)
0.32
10.90
0.16
11.37
Combined
H* (High-level)
0.27
11.31
0.10
9.10
All (Proposed)
0.26
10.79
0.17
10.11
Comparative Text [8]
0.40
13.27
0.18
7.51
In the fourth experiment, the effect on different visual features on the imageability estimation for high- and low-imageability has been analyzed separately. As word
with high-imageability scores and words with low-imageability scores correlate with
concrete words and abstract words, respectively, the visual characteristics of images
in each word’s dataset are very different. While words with high-imageability scores
share similar concrete objects or scenes, these with low-imageability scores have
much more noise and mostly share similar atmosphere, backgrounds, or the like.
When splitting the testing dataset into two parts around the median imageability
score of the ground-truth scores, the resulting dataset can be classiﬁed as one half of
abstract, low-imageability words vs. one half of concrete, high-imageability words.
An analysis on what effect each visual feature has on the results of these subsets is
shown in Table 4.4. The low-level features work better for abstract words, while the
high-level features work better for concrete words. This shows that the visual features can in fact complement each other for different imageability words. The results
also demonstrate that the concrete words have a lower average error of 9.10 than the
abstract sub-sets with an error of 10.90. This is intuitive, as less imageable words
are harder to grasp, as they do not create a clearly deﬁned mental image (like peaceful), or are outliers which most likely create no reasonable dataset (conjunctions like
because or somehow.)
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Table 4.5: Feature comparison for different parts-of-speech.

Noun (32)
L1
L2
L3
H1
H2
H3
L*
H*
All
Text

Corr.
0.31
0.35
0.40
0.67
0.38
0.35
0.42
0.60
0.65
0.70

MAE
11.38
11.02
11.15
8.69
11.07
11.28
10.36
9.05
9.17
10.36

Adj. (33)
Corr.
0.64
0.27
0.36
0.50
0.23
0.36
0.65
0.47
0.53
0.74

Adv. (18)

MAE Corr. MAE
14.45
0.32 31.51
18.32
0.14 33.35
17.28 −0.02 32.33
16.31
0.56 29.11
17.07
0.35 36.46
17.13 −0.10 37.83
14.68
0.02 31.59
16.36
0.51 28.31
15.42
0.29 29.08
13.63
0.25 34.81

Verb (11)
Corr.
0.85
0.90
0.89
0.85
0.81
0.56
0.77
0.76
0.79
0.63

MAE
19.07
20.35
20.27
17.71
22.44
25.91
19.90
17.81
18.13
22.69

Misc. (24)
Corr.
0.20
0.27
0.43
0.85
0.00
0.28
0.32
0.49
0.60
0.39

MAE
33.17
31.45
29.57
30.99
36.12
34.06
31.40
30.78
30.47
33.25

The ﬁfth experiment shows preliminary results for different parts-of-speech. Similar
to the analysis of abstract vs. concrete words, I was interested in how the performance of different features varies for different parts-of-speech. Unfortunately, the
obtained dataset predominantly consists of nouns, resulting in too few non-noun
samples for the random training-testing data split used in other evaluations. As a
workaround, the regressor is trained with only noun-samples. This leaves all nonnoun words for the testing dataset, which is sufficient to evaluate the trends for each
part-of-speech. The results in Table 4.5 show that different features can excel for
different parts-of-speech. Both the combined feature set using only the high-level
features, and the one using the proposed combination of features can predict the imageability sufficiently across the majority of parts-of-speech. Similar to the overall
results shown in Table 4.1, the high-level feature H1 shows the best performance
as a single feature. As the model for Table 4.5 is trained using only nouns, it is
no surprise, that the nouns have the smallest error. The hardest parts-of-speech to
predict are adverbs and other, the latter one containing very non-visual terms like
stop-words, conjunctions, and prepositions.
An example of some actual outputs of the proposed method is shown in Table 4.6,
which compares the ground-truth annotations to the predicted scores for a selection of words. The three sections show words from the testing dataset, analyzing
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Table 4.6: Imageability prediction results of the proposed method.

High-imageability

Low-imageability

Outliers (Worst 5)

Word
Predicted score Ground-truth score
breakfast
5.91
6.28
leaf
6.13
6.07
plant
6.12
6.05
coast
6.07
5.88
pool
5.70
5.77
early
3.90
3.91
random
4.05
3.70
challenge
4.38
3.96
need
3.77
3.26
break
4.59
3.97
fauna
5.77
2.70
review
3.19
4.93
silver
4.39
6.20
email
4.87
6.30
plastic
5.07
6.40

the results for words with high-imageability scores, words with low-imageability
scores, and some outliers where the prediction failed, respectively. The examples
show a close resemblance to the ground-truth scores, successfully predicting between Likert-scale levels of accuracy. The worst ﬁve outliers can show, that even
in a wrongly predicted case, rounding to the next closest level in the Likert scale is
usually at most by one or two scales off, preserving the general trend for most words.
To get a better understanding of the correlation between ground-truth scores and
the predicted scores, Fig. 4.4 shows a scatter plot of the predicted testing dataset.
Comparing the results of the proposed method with the comparative method, the
global trend of each match very closely, but shifted along the vertical axis. Lowlyimageable words are such words that are considered to be harder to estimate due to
their vagueness and abstractness. The scatter plot suggests that the proposed method
works better towards words with lowly-imageability scores, despite the bias of the
training dataset, compared to the text data-mining method from [8]. Note that while
the proposed method only uses 469 samples for training, the datasets used in [8]
were in average about a magnitude larger.
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4.6 Discussion
In the previous sections, a method to estimate imageability using visual features
has been proposed and analyzed. In the following, the results shown in Section 4.5
are discussed, including the implications that visual feature selection might have for
applications using imageability and multiple modalities.

4.6.1

Performance and feature selection

In the best feature selection, the proposed method yields an MAE of 10.14 with a
correlation of 0.63. Note that the error is relative to a regression to a range of [0,
100] for understandability of the results. As most Psycholinguistic based ratings are
often expressed in Lickert scale, the results in Table 4.6 are converted to the range
of [1.00, 7.00] to match the ground-truth scores. As shown, the error is smaller than
one level on the Lickert scale (approximately 0.71 level), meaning that in average
it successfully predicts the correct level of imageability. The number of evaluated
words also ensures that the method is stable for a high variety of words. This means,
it can be used as a tool to expand imageability dictionaries in an automated manner
using image crawling and data-mining. In contrast, the previous work has only been
evaluated on a small number of nouns within the same domain, and thus yielded a
much higher error on the much higher scale of this dataset, including words across
various domains and topics.
When evaluating the feature selection for different sub-groups of test data, the experiments led to interesting results. The error for abstract words is consistently higher
than that for concrete words. This is not surprising, as abstract words are much
more vague by nature, and thus are commonly harder to grasp, even for humans.
The low-level features ought to capture characteristics as seen by the machine, while
high-level features encode characteristics as seen by the human. Initially I was expecting that this would directly correlate to the performance for words with highimageability scores vs. words with low-imageability scores. While single features
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show mixed results on this, the combined feature sets using only low-level features
or only high-level features conﬁrm this assumption. The low-level features work
better for predicting abstract terms, as they capture global concepts of the pictures,
including atmosphere and mood. In contrast, the high-level features work better for
concrete terms, which are often actual objects within each image. Looking at the information actually encoded within each visual feature, we can infer why they excel
for different categories of words, as follows:
The color feature captures the atmosphere of the imageset. Even if the images otherwise show few visual resemblance, this feature can capture common warm or cold
colors, for example. Additionally, abstract terms can often include technical ﬁgures
or diagrams, containing lots of white background. In this way, color turns out to be
a good choice for very abstract terms, where other visual feature can not ﬁnd much
similarity. The image theme and content features encode actual objects in the images. This makes them candidates for high-imageability words, as they are often
connected to concrete objects and many images share similar objects.
When comparing the correlation results, it is noteworthy that there is a high correlation in the overall results shown in Table 4.1, and comparatively lower correlation
when evaluating only abstract or only concrete words (as shown in Table 4.4). This
indicates that the general trend of high- vs. low-imageability scores can be predicted
successfully, but the order of words within each group is harder to predict. This is due
to the limitations of the seven-level Lickert scale of the ground-truth scores. When
looking at the dataset, many concrete terms are clustered closely around the level 6,
while most abstract annotations are clustered around 3. Therefore, a small prediction
error can reduce the correlation of close-by words, while the overall general trend is
preserved.
Analyzing parts-of-speech, it is noteworthy that the words in each category show
rather mixed characteristics. While intuitively, adjectives and adverbs seem highly
imageable, as they increase information and context, they are often hard to put in
visual context. For example, the word red can be directly expressed with visual
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features (most prominently, the Color feature,) while words like good can not be
matched to certain visual characteristics. The results also show, that some categories
have a higher error than others. The category other contains words like because and
however, whose datasets result in mostly random images. It is also noteworthy that
the dataset predominantly consists of nouns, and thus the model was trained on only
nouns.

4.6.2

Comparison to text-based methods

When comparing to Ljubešić et al.’s method [8], the evaluation shows that both textonly and image-only approaches can have different strengths. For the overall results,
the proposed method using only visual analyses has a better MAE, while the textual approach by Ljubešić et al. [8] has a better correlation. This suggests that the
predicted scores of the proposed method are closer to their ground truth, while the
correct order might have some ﬂipped results. On the other hand, the textual analysis has most results in a more correct order, while the actual error of outliers might
be higher. This is especially true for the experiment splitting abstract and concrete
words. Due to the nature of imageability being on a seven-level Likert scale, closely
imageable words are very hard to rank in order, even for a human. On top of that, the
dataset is biased towards the concrete end with the testing dataset having an average
score of 70 of 100. As such, I believe that a correct order is vague and the general
trend of the predicted scores is more important for many applications. Note, though,
that it might heavily depend on the application, whether the correlation or the MAE
is the better metric.
Another interesting result is that the textual analysis is better for concrete terms,
while the visual analysis yields better results for words with low and mid-imageability
scores. These results are probably also strengthened by the proposed method intrinsically focusing on noise analysis, and words with a high visual variety are usually
highly abstract.
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In terms of computational complexity, the proposed method using visual features
took in the order of magnitude of several weeks for processing 5,000 image per
word for 586 words. For this, the feature extraction was the major bottleneck. Note
that, due to it being a pre-processing step only performed once, it was not further
optimized. In contrast, the histogram comparisons and training took in the order of
magnitude of a few hours for the full evaluation. Due to the results not being timecritical, there were no further evaluations or optimizations made for these either.
The text-only approach proposed by Ljubešić et al. [8] was not trained by ourselves,
so it is hard to compare the computational complexity directly. Their paper does
not comment on the computational complexity of their approach either. However,
due to the nature of image vs. text processing, we can assume that a text mining
approach would be slightly faster computational-wise. On the other hand, the evaluations showed that the visual analysis has advantages for certain words. Especially
for more abstract terms, the scatter plot as well as the MAE show some advantages
for the visual approach, while the textual approach can usually yield better correlation. For more concrete terms, surprisingly, the opposite is true. Therefore, a visual
data mining in addition to a textual analysis can be an effective way to improve the
accuracy of the imageability estimation.

4.6.3

Dataset

The results show that increasing the number of images for each word increases the
performance. This seems intuitive, as more images equal to more data to be mined,
and thus potentially more retrievable information. An increased number of images
can also make the results more robust to noise. As far as complexity goes, the visual
feature extraction scales linearly with the number of images, while the similarity
matrix and histogram comparisons have quadratic complexity. The dimensionality
of the visual features as well as the number of training samples have only major
impact when choosing a Neural Network for regression, as the impact is negligible
for the other methods.
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Keeping this in mind, research by Sun et al. [15] suggests that there is no upper limit
for improving machine-learned models by increasing the amount of data, but just a
logarithmic diminishing return. Therefore, and due to the increased processing time,
I have not further increased the number of images, although it can be assumed that
the error can be decreased by it.
The number of words, on the other hand, seems to be sufficient to ensure stability
within the prediction. Experiments with changing the number of training samples
led to roughly similar results, which suggests that the number of data is sufficient
to yield stable prediction. Note that the experiments were performed in the order of
crawling, as more and more words became available with sufficient number of images in their imageset. This, however, means that the dataset with more samples also
would include images for harder-to-crawl words, which could potentially decrease
the performance through noise or word difficulty.
Lastly, I will summarize a few limitations and potential issues of the dataset creation
process presented in this research topic. The switch from a recomposed custom
dataset in Research Topic 1 to a direct crawling of crowd-sourced data had a variety
of advantages, and makes for a vastly increased number of both words and images to
evaluate. However, as a downside, the resulting dataset can become more noisy and
potentially much more biased. As Flickr, in essence, is a Website for professional
photographers, the images can be biased towards things photographers see as art, not
fully capturing a neutral view on the concepts.
Looking at the outliers presented in Table 4.5, it also shows some points where using
Flickr image for the results might not ﬁt the expectation. Words like fauna result in
many images in jungles, zoos, or similar backgrounds appealing to photographers.
As such, they are visually rather similar, resulting in a high imageability prediction.
The ground-truth score, however, is rather abstract, as the term is usually associated
with biology, making it a rather hard and scientiﬁc word. In contrast, words like
email or plastic result in rather noisy datasets, as it is not really clear, what kind of
photos people would upload, tagged with these words. As a result, the prediction for
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both is midly imageable. For the ground-truth score, however, these are considered
highly imageable, mostly because they are considered to be objects, or rather, in case
of e-mail, with a concrete thing people often deal with.
Another downside is that it is hard to obtain single images for parts-of-speech like
conjunctions, verbs, and stop-words. The nature of these types of words unavoidably
results in the image data of these words to be random images or non-related. Note
that many conjunctions and stop-words are naturally rather abstract and lowly imageable, so the data-mining will potentially still lead to good results for these terms,
especially because of its random nature. Similarly, the current method makes no
difference between ambiguous meanings. As such, the imageset for craft might be a
mixture of handcraft, aircraft, and watercraft (which arguably makes the term rather
abstract due to the ambiguity.)
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4.7 Summary
Chapter 1 introduced the concept of quantifying the mental image using image data.
The problem was divided into the two tasks of estimating relative and absolute measurements. In this chapter, the second sub-task of estimating absolute measurements
has been tackled by means of an algorithm-driven method proposed for absolute
visual variety measurements in form of imageability score estimation.
In this research topic, I proposed a method using image-based data mining with a
variety of low-level and high-level visual features to estimate imageability scores for
words. In previous research, most imageability dictionaries have been created by
hand, through user studies or crowd-sourcing. This labor-intensive process results in
a limited number of data samples compared to the full word corpora of languages.
The evaluations show an MAE of 10.14 (approximately 0.71 scores on the Lickert
scale) and a correlation of 0.63 for the best feature combination. This shows that
the results correlate to the ground-truth Lickert scale, especially as the error is less
than one level on the Lickert scale. This performance could be considered enough
for many applications, as the general trend of highly imageable versus lowly imageable is sufficently captured. Furthermore, the evaluations give us an insight on
which features excel for which type of words. In a general trend, the low-level features worked better for abstract words, while the high-level features worked better
for concrete words. This is due to concrete terms often being related to objects,
while abstract terms can only be estimated by encoding the general visual trends of
atmosphere, gradients, and dataset noise.
The proposed method is intended to be used to expand the vocabulary in imageability
dictionaries. There are also opportunities to integrate them in multimodal applications like sentiment analyses. Another possible application which comes to mind is
quality assessment of auto-generated image captioning results. There, results could
be assessed differently, depending on whether they are used for complementary information, accessibility purposes, or other use-cases.

Chapter 5
Analysis on relative and absolute
approaches to visual variety
Chapter 1 discussed the motivation of this doctoral research, dividing the problem of
mental image quantiﬁcation into two sub-problems; relative and absolute measurements. Following, previous two chapters 3 and 4, ﬁrst proposed a method to estimate
the relative visual variety of concepts in a narrow domain (Research Topic 1), and
then a method to estimate absolute imageability measurements for arbitrary concepts
on the dictionary-level (Research Topic 2). In the following, some overall comparison and discussion regarding both topics are outlined. Section 5.1 will comment on
the core assumption stated in Chapter 1 regarding the relationship of the mental image across society and images crawled on the Web. Next, in Section 5.2, the relative
estimation and absolute estimation are compared, especially regarding their applications. As both methods chose different approaches to solve their sub-problems,
Section 5.3 will discuss some advantages and downsides of data-driven methods vs.
algorithm-driven methods for this use case, as found through the experimental results discussed before. Section 5.4 will give some comments on the reproducibility
of the proposed research topics.
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5.1 Core assumptions
In Section 1.3, the idea of using Web-crawled data for visual perception modeling
was introduced. It was assumed that the average mental image regarding words
across society would be reﬂected in the images available through the Web and Social
Media (Fig. 1.5(b)). Following this idea, the proposed research applied data mining
on visual characteristics of Web images to estimate visual variety and imageability.
The results show that this assumption holds true for the chosen datasets; for both absolute and relative measurements, the experiments showed promising results, closely
resembling the expectations available through ground-truth annotations made by humans.
The core assumption discusses the quantization of an average mental image across
society. Section 5.1.1 discusses the problem with personalized scores. There is some
caveat to using Web-crawled data; using Web-crawled data means one needs to deal
with noise and biased data. Section 5.1.2 outlines biases found when preparing and
analyzing the datasets used for the proposed methods.

5.1.1

Personalization

One thing that the contributed methods did not consider is personalized scores. This
is due to the core assumption discussed before focusing on the average mental image
across society. In Research Topic 1, the dataset was composed by considering Web
popularity of sub-ordinate concepts. This approach assumes a popularity score with
which most people would agree with. If future work were to adjust this method for
personalization, a personalized popularity metric could be the ﬁrst step. In Research
Topic 2, images were crawled from Social Media sources, intrinsically already assuming crawled data having a composition most humans would perceive reasonable.
Thus, this approach can not easily be adjusted for personalization. Meanwhile, the
data-driven nature of Research Topic 1 would allow more options towards personalization.
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Dataset bias

When dealing with images crawled from the Web, one needs to deal with noise and
bias.
Regarding noise, the core assumption intrinsically assumes noise to exist. For more
abstract words, the mental image is less clearly deﬁned, resulting in a higher variety,
but also with higher noise. Words like something are very vague, but would also
result in a very high ratio of noise, as it is also not clear, which image it would result
in. In contrast, a crawling for airplane would probably result in only minor noise,
if any. As the proposed methods are built upon the similarity of visual feature spaces
and thus associating a high variety with high abstractness, noise would intrinsically
help the approach to work.
Bias, on the other hand, is something that might be problematic. When dealing
with Web-crawled images, I intrinsically assumed that concepts with many images
available would also be the ones of the most interest. We could argue that most
common and most popular are different things. Following, the popularity of sports
car used in Research Topic 1 resulted in very high measurements for almost every
metric.
An interesting outlier I have found in the analysis is the word canon. WordNet
would associate this word with a piece of music, a collection of books, or a body
of rules. However, many images found on Social Media are tagged with its camera
model, and thus canon resulting in any image shot with a certain camera brand.
In this case, it is arguable which meaning of the word is actually more prominent
(e.g., the camera brand or the terminologies cited above.) The proper noun canon
(the camera brand) has more signiﬁcance because of Flickr being a photographerstargeted service biasing the results. There is also a polysemy-related issue, as it is
hard to determine which meaning to crawl when dealing with text-based queries for
image accumulation. As a result, homonyms can result in noise, as the proposed
methods can not distinguish between the different meanings. Therefore, the query of
craft could result in images of either aircraft or handcraft. While this is a prime
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example of the semantic gap on its own, this problem resulted in biased approximate
datasets, as it was often unpredictable which kind of images it would result in.
One way to decrease noise regarding homonymy or polysemy could be ﬁltering
based on word embeddings. By relating the meaning of a concept to the surrounding
textual metadata of crawled images, one could ﬁlter images that are unrelated to a
given word meaning. In Research Topic 1, each concept is based on a synset, so this
approach would potentially work. For Research Topic 2, the imageability dictionaries do not have a description attached. Therefore, it would not be possible to clearly
determine a single concept in case of homonymy or polysemy. Note that the approaches intrinsically assume a high noise ratio for more abstract terms, so ﬁltering
might negatively affect the results.

5.2. Relative measurement vs. absolute measurement
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5.2 Relative measurement vs. absolute measurement
Two different approaches for mental image quantization were discussed. One approach targeted relative measurements (Research Topic 1) and the other absolute
measurements (Research Topic 2). It is considered that neither approach is necessarily better, but it rather depends on the target application, which one results in
more favorable measurements. In the following, applications for relative measurements and absolute measurements are discussed in Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2,
respectively.

5.2.1

Applications for relative measurements

The target of Research Topic 1 was the relative comparison of concepts in a limited
domain. The experiment focused on the domain of vehicles, comparing concepts
such as cars, trucks, or airplanes. The approach uses a common reference
point, vehicles, which is considered the most abstract. As such, all other concepts
are sub-ordinate and contain less variety. This is crucial for the estimation, as a too
unrelated reference point would yield unusable results. The group of vehicles, however, is semantically well connected and thus results in repeating image backgrounds,
situations the depicted vehicles are in, and so on. The proposed idea is considered
to work similarly for other narrow domains like animals, plants, and so on, but
probably not for too unrelated words, like the hierarchy of all concepts.
One of the main target applications I had in mind when approaching this research
idea was image captioning and image tagging. For image tagging, the choice between many possible candidates occurs frequently: An image of a car could be
tagged vehicle, sports car, or car. All of them would be too verbose, but there
are no existing metrics for quantitatively comparing the candidates. For such an area
of word selection problems, Research Method 1 seems best ﬁt. As a relative measurement, it can ﬁnd minute differences where a dictionary-level comparison would
have too cluttered results to ﬁnd a meaningful ranking.
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In the ﬁeld of Explainable AI (Section 2.4.2), the goal is to bring light into blackboxed approaches in machine learning and artiﬁcial intelligence. With increasingly
more convoluted approaches to multimedia processing, a need for a better understanding of vision and language becomes important. Similarly, as discussed in the
work by Hentschel and Sack [70], a machine might not necessarily see the same as a
human. Trained models ﬁnd something different than the human would expect them
to ﬁnd, despite often having a very high precision. This can often lead to unexpected
behavior for new images, but also showcases the semantic gap between human perception and computer vision. Therefore, this research could be considered as an
assistance to these and related semantic problems.
Here, the results of the proposed method would be of interest, revealing hidden semantics in imagesets, a human might not notice. As the results of Research Method 1
are not trained on ground truth but are rather simply a comparison of clustering
through conventional methods, it has the potential to be less biased than a method
relying on training.

5.2.2

Applications for dictionary-level absolute measurements

The target of Research Topic 2 was the absolute comparison of arbitrary concepts.
As such, the possible target space would be the whole English dictionary, comparing
concepts like cars with pizza or peaceful. To associate the visual characteristics
with semantic knowledge, an imageability dictionary is used for training. While this
makes it easier to obtain estimates for arbitrary words with a single trained model, it
also results in a much more cluttered scale of outputs.
In multimodal applications using text and images, concrete details and abstract concepts often supplement each other. Imageability as a concept could be used to assess
the quality of auto-generated captions for a given application. Due to its nature, a
caption to be used in an image retrieval application does need different contents than
those of an image caption in a newspaper article. The imageability of words used in
the caption gives an indication on how descriptive it is, and whether the reader would
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be able to easily mentally visualize it. It could be used to assess the accessibility, or
the degree of information, in auto-generated texts.
The absolute nature of the proposed model means that a single model can be used
for arbitrary words. Following, extending imageability dictionaries is facilitated and
can be done for any unannotated word in reasonable time. This makes the approach
feasible for multimodal approaches with a large number of unannotated words, like
image captioning [12]. As the method relies on analyzing a set of images, it would
also be possible to create datasets for proper-nouns, like names or places, for which
by nature no entry in imageability dictionaries exist. Furthermore, the results could
be included in tools and datasets for NLP and sentiment research, like Empath [63],
as they provide additional insight on semantic text understanding.
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5.3 Data-driven vs. algorithm-driven approaches
In the previous chapters, ways to solve the mental image quantiﬁcation for absolute and relative comparison were discussed. For each research topic, different approaches were applied to solve the sub-problem. In Research Topic 1, a data-driven
approach was chosen, where existing data is reconﬁgured to resemble the human
perception of dataset composition. This was considered to be promising for the narrow target domain and proved promising for the relative measurements, but it came
with some issues. In contrast, in Research Topic 2, an algorithm-driven approach
was chosen to solve the absolute approach to mental image quantiﬁcation, which
could work on arbitrary concepts. As each approach come with its downsides, they
are brieﬂy discussed in Section 5.3.1 and Section 5.3.2, respectively.

5.3.1

Problems of a data-driven approach

In Research Topic 1, the task of measuring the relative visual variety of concepts
in a narrow domain is tackled using a data-driven approach. The core assumption
is that the ratio of such sub-concepts relates to how humans create a mental image
of the parent concept, as a sub-concept daily seen in daily life (car) may have a
stronger inﬂuence than a concept rarely seen (jet). Thus, for each concept, a custom imageset is created using the WordNet [45] hierarchy of its hypernyms and a
popularity measurement to determine the importance of sub-concept images in its
parent imagesets. The resulting imageset is considered to be ideal, meaning that
its composition resembles the frequency of subordinate concepts in real life, which
is assumed to directly relate to the visual variety of the parent concept. While the
approach led to promising results, it comes with several downsides:
First, the number of images available for very obscure sub-concepts could heavily
bottleneck the recomposition of its parent concepts. This was especially true, if the
popularity of the said sub-concept was estimated unexpectedly high, be it through
noise or simple error.
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Second, as it is tied to WordNet [45] and ImageNet [25], it would not work for words
which are not available in both datasets. ImageNet is only available for nouns and is
rather limited in the number of terms available. It also fully relies on a hierarchy of
hypernyms and hyponyms, which are not available for anything but nouns. Adjectives, for example, would lack both a baseline dataset as well as a hierachy used for
recomposition.
Third, a proprietary API was used to estimate a popularity metric for sub-concepts
based on Web search engine hit results. This led to unnecessary cost, and semimanual automation of scripts to reconﬁgure the datasets.
Lastly, the process mainly concerned the recomposition of parent concepts, so the
leaf node concepts would not beneﬁt from the majority of the proposed contributions.
Due to these limitations, its evaluations could only be performed on a rather limited
dataset of 25 terms related to vehicles, and about 2,400 images each.

5.3.2

Problems of an algorithm-driven approach

In Research Topic 2, the task of measuring the absolute visual variety of arbitrary
concepts on a dictionary-level was tackled using an algorithm-driven approach. Due
to its nature, a purely algorithm-driven approach can not deal with dataset bias. Furthermore, in its current state, the algorithm-driven approach would always clutter
similarly composed imagesets together. Allowing the comparison for arbitrary concepts means focusing on the overall trend —e.g., is a concept very imageable or very
unimageable. The correlation results show that it is very hard to maintain a correct
order, especially when looking at close scores. Comparing only concrete words for
example, the results will be too cluttered to ﬁnd minute details. Here, the hierarchical data-driven approach will have its clear advantages, as the composite nature of
different datasets will always force a clearer ranking of related concepts.
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5.4 Reproducibility of published work
In recent years, the reproducibility of academic results have become more and more
focused on in the research community. Even more important is the availability of
source codes, as this means other researchers can directly build their ideas on top of
existing methods, rather than needing to reimplement them on their own.
For Research Topic 1, being a data-driven method, the actual implementation is a
combination of intermediate results for popularity-based metrics, image sets from
various sources (ImageNet, supplemental images from Google [37] and Bing [17]),
and some scripting to automate the recomposition of each imageset. Dealing with
multiple APIs and existing datasets, publicizing the source codes does not seem too
meaningful. Adjusting the scripts for local ﬁle structures would be almost equivalent
to rewriting them. Following, the actual source codes have not been made available
yet.
One source of concern is the black-boxed nature of the APIs for dataset retrieval.
While the actual crawled images can not be redistributed for copyright reasons, it
is also questionable whether redoing the experiments would yield the exact same
results, as every crawling might yield a slightly different set of images due to updated
indices in the APIs used for dataset retrieval. The same is true for the popularity
metrics. A potential advantage of the method could be that it can adjust to changes
over time, as recrawling the data also updates it regarding to how popularity might
have changed over time.
For Research Topic 2, the source code has been made available on GitHub 1 . Additionally, two students in the lab have been using this framework for their own
researches. While doing so, they reproduced the results multiple times with both the
datasets used in the experiments of this thesis, as well as datasets crawled from other
sources like Google [37] and Bing [17]. This strengthens the proposed method as
1

https://github.com/mkasu/imageabilityestimation/
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well as the main assumption, as it means it not only works on my own data, but with
any reasonably Web-crawled data.
The original dataset is crawled from YFCC100M. While this dataset can not be redistributed due to copyright concerns, it is a public dataset that can be recrawled in
exactly the same way as it has been done for the experiments in this thesis. The imageability annotations are part of existing imageability dictionaries, so they are also
publically available.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter concludes this doctoral thesis. In Section 6.1, the proposed contributions of this doctoral research are summarized. Section 6.2 discusses remaining
challenges in this ﬁeld of research and potential directions for future research, both
towards extending proposed methods as well as applications for the proposed metrics of visual variety and imageability. Lastly, Section 6.3 completes the thesis with
closing remarks.

6.1 Summary
The research described in this thesis attempts to quantify the perceived variety of
concepts from a visual standpoint. Although the semantic gap describing the lack
of coincidence between computer representations and human expectations has been
a core issue in the ﬁeld of the Multimedia research ﬁeld, there is a lack of understanding of semantic distances between abstract and concrete concepts. Following,
multimodal research involving abstract concepts is an ongoing challenge. This results in word choice problems in image captioning or machine translations, among
other problems. With this semantic gap between vision and language, this doctoral
research aimed to ﬁnd a measurement of perceived differences between concepts.
113
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As a core assumption, images crawled from Web and Social Media were assumed
to intrinsically contain knowledge on the average perceived mental image through
their dataset composition and image contents. As such, an analysis of the visual feature space of two concepts’ datasets would yield knowledge on how these concepts
are perceived differently. Following, the goal was to compare image datasets for
different concepts to quantify the perceived variety differences of those datasets.
To tackle this idea and verify the core assumption, the main problem of mental image quantiﬁcation was divided into two sub-tasks, which were proposed and tested:
Relative and absolute measurements. First, in order to measure the relative visual
variety of concepts in a narrow domain, datasets for related concepts were composed
based on their sub-ordinate concepts and then compared in a data-driven approach.
Next, in order to measure the absolute visual variety of arbitrary concepts, images
crawled for general-purpose words were crawled from Social Media and analyzed in
a variety of visual characteristics, in order to train a model to estimate imageability
scores.
The ﬁrst research topic discussed this idea in Chapter 3 with a data-driven approach
to analyze the relative visual variety differences of a limited domain of related concepts. The proposed method creates a recomposed dataset for each concept based
on their sub-ordinate concepts. Using a weighting, the ratio of sub-ordinate concepts can be changed, and thus how they inﬂuence the overall dataset composition
and overall image of the dataset. For the experiments, different compositions were
created using weightings from Web-based APIs. The datasets for each concept are
then analyzed, and their visual feature spaces are clustered to obtain a variety measurement for each concept. The proposed method was tested using 25 concepts related to the domain of vehicles. It was evaluated using ground-truth scores obtained
through crowd-sourcing, where people were asked to judge the perceived variety
of two concepts in paired comparisons. Each dataset was compared to an unmodiﬁed baseline dataset, ﬁnding that the recomposed datasets result in a more natural
clustering. Following, the created datasets more closely resembled the ground-truth
visual variety scores obtained through crowd-sourcing. The proposed method yields
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a Mean Squared Error (MSE) of 9.01 and a correlation of 0.73 for the selection of
words related to vehicles. These results could be used to improve ontologies, as an
evaluation metric for word choice problems, or similar problems looking at relative
differences of concepts.
The second research topic discussed this idea in Chapter 4 using an algorithmic approach to compare a variety of visual characteristics across datasets to estimate absolute imageability scores of words for arbitrary concepts on a dictionary-level. Targeting the concept of imageability coming from the ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics, this
research topic applies the aforementioned core assumption to existing Psycholinguistic ground-truth scores describing the perception of words using a Lickert scale.
The approach analyzes the visual feature space of Web-crawled images for words
across a selection of six low- and high-level visual features to create cross-similarity
matrices for each word. Using the cross-similarity matrices, a model is trained to
regress the imageability score for the input word. In the experiments, 586 words
and 5,000 images each were used to evaluate the method. The proposed method
predicted absolute imageability scores with a Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of 10.14
for scores normalized to the range of [0,100] and a correlation of 0.63. This indicates a prediction of an average error less than one level on the Lickert scale used
in the ground-truth Psycholinguistics research. The extended analyses also showed
that combining low-level traditional computer vision features with higher-level neural network-based features tends to complement each other. Either set of features
works better for a different sub-group of words, with low-level features like color
histograms excelling for abstract words and high-level features from YOLO [65]
excelling for concrete words. These results could be used for extended existing psycholinguistic dictionaries in an automated, non-labor intensive manner.
The two aforementioned research topics provide a contribution to the challenging
ﬁeld of understanding the semantic gap between vision and language. Both evaluations established the comparison of Web-crawled image datasets as a viable method
for analyzing the perceived variety of concepts. The methods have the potential to
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serve as a metric and source of knowledge for the perceived differences between
concepts, connecting visual data and language for multimodal modeling.
Analyzing the perceived semantic gap from two directions, applications can also
combine both ideas. The ﬁrst research topic looks at the semantic gap as a relative
measurement in order to get a better understanding of related concepts, while the
second research topic, in contrast, looks at an absolute measurement in order to ﬁnd a
general trend of the perceived gap even for unrelated concepts. As these concepts are
tangental, multimodal applications can proﬁt from using a combination of both types
of measurement. For example, one could ﬁrst get an understanding of the overall
trend of unrelated concepts with an absolute measurement. In a second step, more
ﬁne-granular word choice problems could be tackled using the relative measurement.
As such, a combination of both gives a comprehensive idea on the human perceived
semantic gap between vision and language, valuable for many applications. This
solves the aim of this doctoral research introduced in Chapter 1.
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6.2 Remaining challenges and future directions
This thesis described the quantization of the perceived variety of concepts from a
visual standpoint using two approaches. In the following, some general research
directions for the estimation of such metrics, are discussed and some remarks on
future steps for the individual research topics are given. In the end, opportunities for
applications built using the proposed metrics are brieﬂy discussed.
One thinkable direction of this research is a context-aware measurement of visual
variety or imageability. The core assumption stated in Chapter 1 emphasized the
aggregated nature of the Web-crawled images, and thus the goal for this thesis was
the quantization of an average mental image across society. While this problem is
difficult on its own, an even more difficult problem would be the consideration of
the context for the estimated scores. For example, in the current state, the methods
do not consider profession- or culture-based differences regarding the perception of
words.

Research Topic 1:

In this research topic, recomposed datasets for related concepts

are created based on their sub-ordinate concepts. The approach has several bottlenecks in labor and cost through the way it relies on Web APIs for crawling images
and estimating the popularity of sub-ordinate concepts. For example, the popularity
score for certain words might be biased, sometimes creating a bottleneck during the
recomposition step because of an insufficient number of images for a certain subordinate concept. With a more elaborate way to handle noise or bias, the dataset
recomposition could be automated, also allowing larger scale experiments. Combining the results of multiple APIs would be a ﬁrst step, presumably resulting in fewer
outliers, and thus, fewer bottlenecks. It would be interesting to use the measured
results to improve ontologies.
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While the recomposition of datasets uses a Web-based popularity measurement, a
combination of different measurements might improve the results further while keeping the research less dependent on the results of a single Web API. A more sophisticated weighting of sub-ordinate concepts during dataset recomposition might be a
good starting point for context-aware measurements. With this, the dataset composition could be changed based on the individual expected composition for different
professions or cultures.

Research Topic 2:

In this research topic, the idea of visual variety is applied to the

concept of imageability from the ﬁeld of Psycholinguistics, estimating the imageability of new words using Web-crawled images. The results veriﬁed the method as
accurate using only visual data analysis. Interestingly, parallel research using nothing but textual data shows a similar accuracy [8]. Following, it would be interesting
to combine various sources of knowledge, like textual and language information with
the proposed method using visual information.
In previous research as well as the contributed methods, imageability has been deﬁned as a concept describing the perception of a single concept. For nouns, this
idea is clear forward, but when looking at future multimodal applications, one needs
to consider measurements for other types of part-of-speech. The results indicated
a still improvable performance for adjectives, adverbs and verbs. One way to consider these would be looking at phrases rather than single concepts. For an adjective,
it would be intuitive that the imageability of such words is relative to the imageability of the nouns and verbs they syntactically modify. As such, a phrase-based
or sentence-based deﬁnition of imageability scores might be one direction of future
research.
Another direction for future research is the use of visual variety measurements as a
source of knowledge for other multimodal applications. Existing research shows the
viability of psycholinguistic features for comparing the meaning of cooccurrence of
text and images [31]. Similarly, the metric could be used to evaluate texts in terms of
their abstractness or visualness. If training absolute measurements of imageability
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on image-based and text-based sources in separate, one would be able to map the relationship of those in a mixed vector space. With this, the appropriateness of images
and captions could be inferred for a given concept based on their imageability scores.
It could be used to derive a method comparing image captions on their applicability
for different use-cases, similar to affective captioning. In Appendix A, two applications that analyze characteristics of datasets used for the analyses are discussed in
more detail. They are proposed as ideas looking into future opportunities for visual
variety related research.
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6.3 Closing remarks
In Chapter 1, the stated aim of this thesis was to quantify the perceived variety of
concepts from a visual standpoint as a way to measure the semantic gap between
vision and language. The core assumption was that images crawled from Web and
Social Media intrinsically contain knowledge on the average perceived mental image
through their dataset composition and image contents. This assumption was veriﬁed
through both research topics, applying to both relative and absolute measurements
of perceived variety across sets of concepts. While recent state-of-the-art methodologies increasingly focused on deep-learned models, the results found in Research
Topic 2 show that both traditional and neural network based methods contain complementary semantic knowledge, equally contributing to the results found.
In the past decades, computer vision and Natural Language Processing (NLP) were
mostly considered separately, each working with their own set of tools and approaches. With the former ﬁeld of research analyzing only visual data, and the latter
only looking at textual data, either community often does not consider the connection of both. However, recent progress in multimodal applications proved the rising
need for connecting both research ﬁelds. Understanding the connection of vision
and language becomes more and more important, moving these communities closer
together. This is increasingly reﬂected in Multimedia research for image retrieval or
image captioning purposes.
The human, on the other hand, is still not in the focus of the considerations. Following, many multimodal applications result in unnatural results, as if a machine created
the results. Human perception related tasks like imageability, memorability, visual
interestingness, and the like are just the ﬁrst step in the direction of getting multimedia applications more natural and more similar to what a human would create.
Although this doctoral research may only be a ﬁrst step into the direction of fully
understanding the semantic gap of vision and language from the viewpoint of a human, hopefully, the proposed contributions can incite future discussions and future
research in this direction.

Appendix A
Dataset visualizations
This appendix outlines two visualization projects built for analyzing datasets used
in Research Topics 1 and 2. They also serve as proposed ideas for future research
directions and applications.
Project A.1 uses per synset datasets like ImageNet [25] or the ones created through
Research Topic 1. Using a Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) model, the visual characteristics of related concepts are outlined in the form of highlighted feature maps.
With an interactive UI, it is possible to browse related sub-ordinate concepts and
compare the visual variety of different concepts by highlighting the most important
visual characteristics of each.
Project A.2 uses a visual sentiment dataset as its baseline. For each image, the textual and visual relationship is analyzed by calculating per-image psycholinguistics
scores. A spatial embedding visualizes textually related images close to one another. The method uses imageability, among other word ratings, to ﬁnd similarly
perceived images. This demonstration is a use case of psycholinguistic word ratings
for multi-modal ratings. As such, it showcases a possible future direction of research
if psycholinguistic dictionaries can be extended through methods like that proposed
in Chapter 4.
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Visualizing Bag-of-Visual-Words models across related concepts

In recent multimedia applications, approaches involving text, image, and video contents are often used to combine knowledge spanning multiple modalities. The socalled semantic gap describes a number of problems that occur when transferring
between modalities. Visual semantics can give an insight into human perception of
given concepts. For example, largely overlapping sub-concepts might be less distinguishable, if they are also visually equal. In contrast, two very related concepts
are more easily distinguishable, if visually distinct, even if they logically belong
together. In Psycholinguistics, these properties are called imagability and concreteness [78]. A quantiﬁcation of this would greatly beneﬁt word selection problems in
various applications.
For this visualization, datasets composed of logically related concepts are visually
analyzed. A dataset is created by combining images from ImageNet [25] using the
WordNet hierarchy [45]. A separate Bag-of-Visual-Words (BoVW) model is trained
for each concept, using images of all its subordinate concepts. The model will prioritize keypoints standing out when visually comparing different concepts. By visualizing the resulting feature space spatially, hidden visual semantics of logically-related
sub-concepts are shown. To aid in ﬁnding hidden semantics of related concepts, the
most common visual words of an image in relation to its neighbors are highlighted.
This provides an additional semantic knowledge on how sub-ordinate concepts visually relate to each other, laying the ground work to estimate psycholinguistic ratings
like imagability and concreteness.
Section A.1.1 gives a brief overview of related work. In Section A.1.2, the proposed
idea is introduced. First, the creation of the dataset and the visual model are described in detail. Then, the approach to highlight important visual words, as seen
by the machine, is outlined. Section A.1.3 showcases an interactive UI, discussing
possible gains in semantic knowledge through it.
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Figure A.1: Example of a visualized synset.

A.1.1

Related work

Research on how language interacts with human perception has been part of Psycholinguistics research. Paivio et al. [28] analyzed the concreteness, imagery, and
meaningfulness of nouns. In the MRC Psycholinguistic Database by Wilson et
al. [80], words are rated by familiarity, concreteness, imagability, and meaningfulness. More recent research by Cortese et al. [30] classiﬁes imageability ratings for
3,000 words, which is thought to be useful for human word recognition and memory
studies.
In Research Topic 1, the visual variety of concepts was quantiﬁed. The evaluation
veriﬁed the estimate to match human expectations by comparing it to the results of a
crowd-sourced annotation.
There has been research on visualizing visual feature spaces, as it is of interest to
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understand how well object recognition works. Yue et al. [79] visualized the contents of a BoVW model. Using a modiﬁed model, they reverse the encoding and
reconstruct images from the visual model. With this, they could visualize the degree
of information lost in the representation. Hentschel et al. [70] use an object recognition classiﬁer to visualize which regions of an image most likely contain the trained
object. For a given image of an object, they create a probability heatmap highlighting which regions of the image most likely contain the object. Both projects use a
feature visualization to judge the quality of the visual feature representations. However, there has not been any research analyzing the semantic implications of such
visualizations.

A.1.2

Approach

Through the proposed visualization, the visual similarities within a group of related
concepts are visualized. WordNet provides a hierarchy for every group of synonyms
with a shared meaning, so-called synsets, using the hypernym/hyponym relationship
of words. A synset is deﬁned as abstract, if there are hyponyms in the hierarchy, and
thus, if there are subordinate concepts which are classiﬁed below this concept. For
every abstract synset, a dataset is created using images from subordinate concepts.
A visual model based on a BoVW is computed for each abstract synset separately.
Lastly, the most important visual words for each image considering their visually
closest neighbors are computed and highlighted.
The goal is a visualization as shown in Fig. A.1.

A.1.2.1

Dataset

To analyze visual relationships within concepts, a dataset that has a strong variety
of subordinate concept images is needed. For each abstract synset, a set of related
sub-concepts is generated by crawling its most subordinate concepts in the WordNet
hierarchy. The most subordinate concepts in the WordNet graph are the leaf nodes
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below the abstract synset. This process is similar to the one illustrated in Figure 3.1 in
the introduction of Chapter 3. Then, an imageset is generated using ImageNet images
as a baseline. Instead of using the imagesets provided by ImageNet directly, the
images of its sub-concepts are merged. This is intended to provide a dataset with a
higher variety, and thus preserving knowledge about hidden concept semantics. The
information on which image belongs to which sub-concept is preserved for labelling.

A.1.2.2

Visual representations

As a visual representation, a BoVW model is generated for each abstract synset separately. It is trained using images of its subordinate concepts using the previously
created imagesets. For each image, Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [43] are
used as visual features. SURF features are local gradient descriptors describing reoccurring visual patterns in the imagesets.
This model learns the visual differences of different subordinate concepts, as seen by
the machine. Thus, the visual words will encode keypoints which stand out relative
to other subordinate concepts.

A.1.2.3

Visualization

For visualization purposes, Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection [74]
(UMAP) is used to compute a dimensionality reduced spatial embedding of the visual model. This embedding gives insight into the spatial distribution of different
subordinate concepts within the visual feature space. Next, the goal is to highlight
the most common visual words, as seen by the machine, in relation to neighboring
images. This allows inferring what the computer perceives as visually related parts
of neighboring images. The process of selecting the most common visual words
for each image is shown in Fig. A.2. For each image, a number of visually similar
images are selected using Mean-Shift Clustering [16]. Then, the BoVW histograms
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Figure A.2: Process of selecting common visual words.

f (x) of all selected n images are merged using this equation:
g(x) =

Qn

i=0 ( fi (x)
2n

+ 1)

This method will create a combined histogram g(x) with ampliﬁed common peaks. It
biases the distribution for the most common visual words. For each single keypoint
of a given image, a BoVW histogram is computed and intersected with the histogram
g(x). The top 10 percent closest matching keypoints are selected as important regions
for visualization.
Figure A.3 shows an example of four neighboring images in an imageset within the
imageset for the synset truck. While they belong to different subordinate concepts,
they share visual similarities and are thus clustered together. The red regions in the
bottom row highlight the most common visual words. As all images are shot from a
similar angle, features around the vehicle roof and front glass are the most common.
Following, the machine understands the trucks visually to have a long rectangular
shape, e.g., discerning it from a car, with some speciﬁc visual characteristics around
the front window, e.g., making it a motor vehicle.
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Figure A.3: Example of the common keypoint visualization for the synset “truck”.

A.1.3

Visualization tool

Using the visualization framework Bokeh [77], an interactive tool to visually inspect
synsets has been developed. It opens a pre-processed synset, showing the spatial
embedding of its visual feature space using UMAP.
Labels for subordinate concepts can be displayed to view the spatial distribution of
those concepts within the visual space, as shown in Fig. A.1. It can highlight labels
for the most-subordinate concepts (children), or display subordinate trees going from
the root synset (siblings). The area where samples of a subordinate concept span,
can give insight into the variety and abstractness of that concept. Furthermore, the
overlap of image clusters can show how visually similar sub-concepts are seen by
the machine.
When hovering data points, the original image and the BoVW visualization are displayed, as shown in Fig. A.4. This can be used to compare neighboring images
and discover which visual characteristics are seen as useful for the machine when
classifying these images.

A.1.4

Comparing image regions

If training the visual model on full images, features in the foreground and background are treated equally. For the use-case of evaluating semantics across different
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Figure A.4: Visualization tool shows detailed information as well as the keypoints
when hovering the mouse over the datapoints.

concepts, this might actually be beneﬁcial as the background includes extra semantic
information, not otherwise available in the visual data. For example, the visualization can showcase clusters of concepts, where the background plays a more important role than the foreground. In a visual concept containing all vehicles, images of
helicopters and airplanes might be clustered together, as the visual characteristics of
clouds are visually more important to understand those images than characteristics
along their chassis.
In an object recognition context, this will inevitably lead to unfavorable results, needing for image segmentation. When assessing the human, however, concepts might
create a similar mental image, if they appear in similar situations. Therefore, an
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analysis of common backgrounds might help in estimating properties like familiarity, concreteness, imagability, and meaningfulness.

A.1.5

Summary

A tool to visually compare logically related concepts has been introduced in this
section. Using a spatial embedding of a BoVW model, visual characteristics like
feature variety of related sub-concepts can be assessed. By amplifying common
peaks in neighboring BoVW histograms, common visual words are extracted and
highlighted. This showcases how the machine perceives visual differences of images,
which can emphasize hidden semantic knowledge.
The visualization allows ﬁnding interesting similarities between neighboring images. Comparing the area spanned by subordinate concepts, the visual variety can be
grasped. The tool can ﬁnd perceptually indistinguishable sub-concepts by highlighting an overlap in their labels.
For future directions, one could look into including other visual features, especially
neural network-based features. Furthermore, it would be interesting to include a
heatmap based visualizations of visual feature importance in addition to the keypoint
visualization.
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Visualization of image sentiment datasets using
psycholinguistic groundings

The use of text and imagery from Social Media for tasks related to sentiment and
emotion research became ubiquitous in recent research. However, there has been little research regarding the multi-modal implications of images and their annotations
related to human perception. In this section, a tool to visualize psycholinguistic
groundings for a sentiment dataset is introduced. Using this, the relationship between texts and images, trying to get a better understanding of the groundings of human perception can be analyzed. For each image, individual psycholinguistic ratings
are computed from the image’s textual metadata. Combined with sentiment scores
available from the used dataset, a sentiment-psycholinguistic spatial embedding is
computed. It shows a distribution of sentiment images close to human perception.
Based on this, an interactive browsing tool, which can visualize the data in various ways, has been created. The tool allows highlighting different psycholinguistic
ratings in heatmaps separately, as well as to understand the structure of different
datasets based on their ontology.
Section A.2.1 then discusses the idea of combining the sentiment scores of a given
dataset with psycholinguistic groundings from the image metadata to compute individual scores for each image. Lastly, Section A.2.2 showcases the interactive dataset
browser built to visualize embeddings of the sentiment-psycholinguistic space, which
can be ﬁltered across different nouns and adjectives. Various color modes allow for
highlighting the different sentiment and psycholinguistic ratings.

A.2.1

Approach

Here, the aim is to present a means to analyze psycholinguistic groundings for sentiment image datasets. As a ﬁrst step, a visual sentiment dataset having a large
number of images annotated with Adjective-Noun Pairs (ANPs) is retrieved. Using
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the textual metadata attached to an individual image, nine psycholinguistic scores
are computed for each image. Lastly, a set of spatial embeddings based on each
individual images’ sentiment-psycholinguistic scores are computed for each noun,
adjective and ANP, respectively.

A.2.1.1

MVSO dataset

The MVSO dataset [82] is used as the baseline for the visualization tool. The dataset
consists of seven million images, their textual metadata, and sentiment scores, collected through Flickr and crowd-sourcing. Each image is annotated with a single
ANP, e.g., abandonned city or old dog, describing its sentiment. The ANP is split
into two labels; noun and adjective, to create a ﬂat ontology-like structure. Using
this, images related to the same noun but for different adjectives, and vice versa, can
be ﬁltered. Each ANP comes with 21 sentiments with their probability (e.g., joy =
0.6, ecstasy = 0.8,) but all images with the same ANP share the same sentiment score.
Sentiment scores per image are available through a second dataset [81], but they are
on a single axis from positive to negative and only available for a small number of
images. Therefore, in the following, per-image psycholinguistic labels are computed
from the textual metadata. Each image also comes with textual metadata containing
a title, a description text, and tags. This metadata is used in the following section to
compute an individual psycholinguistic grounding for each image.

A.2.1.2

Per-image psycholinguistic scores

To create an embedding with a meaningful spatial distribution per image, individual
scores for each image are needed. Here, a psycholinguistic grounding of the textual
metadata for each image is calculated. Scott et al. [73] provide a psycholinguistics dataset with nine ratings each for 5,500 words. The nine ratings available are
arousal, dominance, valence, imageability, concreteness, familiarity, semantic size,
age of acquisition, and gender association. For each image, the title, description,
and tags from the MVSO dataset are extracted. All these data are provided by the
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arousal, sexual,
nightmare, love,
pain, die,
erase, suffering,
forest, ...
Extract
word cloud

Look up in
Psycholinguistics
database

+
Title: WALK OF SHAME
ANP: sexual abuse
Tags: abuse, uncle, tears, ...
Description:
A mind too young to know
what’s wrong ... The pain
and suffering he once felt
... Recalling nightmares ...
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nightmare
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10
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... ...

Average

59

51
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Figure A.5: Process of calculating per-image psycholinguistic scores.

image uploader, which makes them noisy. A word-cloud from all words used in the
metadata is generated, stripping grammatical affixes through lemmatization. Furthermore, all words not contained in the psycholinguistics database are ﬁltered out.
Lastly, nine psycholinguistic ratings by averaging the corresponding scores for each
word in the word-cloud are calculated. The process of calculating per-image psycholinguistic scores is shown in Fig. A.51 . Filtering out images where the wording
used in the meta-data was not available in the psycholinguistics dictionary, this results in approximately 400,000 images with nine individual psycholinguistic ratings
each.
For each noun, adjective, and ANP, a spatial embedding is computed using UMAP [74].
Additionally, an embedding including all images, ﬁltering for extreme cases with
very high or very low scores for some psycholinguistic ratings is computed. As input, a 30-dimensional vector is used for each image, composed of the 21 sentiment
1

The example photo is courtesy of despitestraightlines [34].
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Figure A.6: Main user interface of the proposed visualization.

scores of its ANP as well as the nine psycholinguistic ratings calculated through the
metadata.

A.2.2

Visualization

A dataset browser is built to visualize the relationship between human sentiment
ratings of an image and the psycholinguistic characteristics of words used in the
image metadata. Using this tool, we can browse the dataset, ﬁlter it for different
adjectives or nouns, and see the scoring for different images. A three-dimensional
view shows the sentiment-psycholinguistic spatial embedding of the selected dataset.
Different color modes allow for analyzing the dataset regarding its ontology and
human perception scores established in Section A.2.1. The full user interface of the
proposed tool is shown in Figure A.6.
The sentiment-psycholinguistic space is shown with an interactive interface allowing for zooming and panning. Each data-point represents one image from the MVSO
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dataset plotted on a three-dimensional embedding based on its individual psycholinguistic scores. We can switch between sampling a selection of images across the
whole dataset, or showing all images of a selected noun, adjective, or ANP.
The color displayed in the spatial embedding can be selected to either show scores related to human perception as heatmap-based color gradings, or highlight the ontologybased class labels (e.g., different adjectives for a ﬁltered noun dataset.) The different
color modes are shown in Figure A.7.
When selecting a data sample in the spatial embedding, a detailed view opens on the
right. Here, one can see the actual image behind the sample, as well as some of its
metadata related to the sentiment score. A table shows the computed psycholinguistic values, as well as its highest and lowest signiﬁcant words for each rating.

A.2.3

Summary

A tool to visualize sentiment image datasets regarding their psycholinguistic grounding has been introduced in this section. For each image, nine individual psycholinguistic scores are computed using textual metadata. A spatial embedding is computed to visualize their relationship of text and image. The interactive tool showcases the MVSO dataset, either wholly or by ﬁltering it for nouns, adjectives, or
ANPs. The spatial embedding gives further insights into how images for the same
noun form different clusters regarding their human perception. Different color modes
can be used to either highlight a single sentiment or psycholinguistic rating or visualize the ontology of the dataset.
As future directions, one could compare the visual characteristics of different clusters similar to the BoVW keypoint visualization used in Sec. A.1. Furthermore, the
use of visual information to detect per-image sentiment scores could give additional
insights into the perception of individual images. Lastly, as the MVSO dataset includes data in multiple languages, the visualization could be extended to work across
multiple languages.
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(a) Arousal score

(b) Concreteness score

(c) Ontology visualization

Figure A.7: Spatial embedding can be colored in different ways based on their
calculated individual scores or dataset annotations.
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